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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This Environmental Scan research & report represents one component of a multi-year 

and multi-phased project: to foster development of an active online community of 

practice for settlement sector practitioners across Canada.  

Numerous dimensions of communities of practice were researched. Looking for 

opportunities to learn from other online communities of practice, the research 

encompassed aspects of the settlement sector practices, as well as reaching 

beyond. In this component there was a concentration on Information Commu-

nication and Technologies (ICT) - seeking to find new uses of digital and online 

technologies, as well as effective methods and strategies to activate and engage 

communities.

A key aspect for shaping a way forward is to understand how settlement sector 

practitioners currently use Information, Communications & Technologies (ICT). Through 

a national survey, practitioners were asked to reflect upon many aspects of how 

technologies affect their work.
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The survey tool endeavored to draw a snapshot of current ICT practices, to gage 

levels and types of use within the sector. The survey was deployed by the National 

Advisory Committee umbrella organizations to settlement practitioners across 

Canada.  A ‘needs and wants’ picture emerged through the practitioners’ responses. 

This information gathered begins to form a picture of what practitioners are looking 

for: not only to do their jobs; but also revealing various frustrations and indicating 

where certain impediments occur. The report sections entitled Survey and Current 

Digital Practices within the Settlement Sector outline these in more detail.

With this snapshot of practitioner ICT-uses as an important backdrop, many exciting 

online hubs were surfaced through the research process. In the report section 

entitled Reviewing current communities of practice an array of hubs is presented as 

a foundation for discussion. Included as well, the appendix contains several in-depth 

case studies examining different online communities of practice. These samples 

are presented to members of the sector to study as models with thought-provoking 

facets, modules, & designs:

• for delivery and sharing of content; 

• which offer motivating user-experiences through well-designed digital interfaces; 

• which engage CoP members, through well-designed ‘programs’, and opportu-

nities to connect.

Several interviews were conducted to learn from the work of others who have 

developed numerous communities of practice. The interviewees shared extensive 

experiences and insights stemming from decades of development of online hubs 

and communities of practice. Their insights have been woven through this report 

document, their contributions adding emphasis, instruction or guidance when consid-

ering design of a future online collaborative space.

With these above elements top of mind, the report section entitled Dimensions of 

Communities of Practice reviews and discusses less concrete yet salient elements for 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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consideration by the current group of members working towards fostering a CoP for 

settlement sector practitioners. As described throughout this report, communities of 

practice emerge from within the membership of the community itself.  The members 

of the community of practice can consider these elements to help envision such 

dimensions as mandates, membership roles and responsibilities, phases and scope, 

prototyping, and practical next steps. The report offers not an immutable path to 

follow, but a set of considerations to help shape the way forward. Deliberation and 

discussion amongst the members will surface the direction and activities that will 

occur within the CoP over its lifespan.

That said, using the ‘wants and needs’ described by the practitioners acts as a spring-

board for discussion amongst members and offers a practical initial step in designing 

a CoP for settlement sector practitioners.  ICT-use for settlement sector practi-

tioners involves searching for, sharing and using many types of documents on many 

platforms.  

Key-finding:  the report identifies the need for practitioners to easily access shared 

trusted resources.  Practitioners discussed the difficulties finding and sharing important 

resources. These themes emerged through their discussions within the survey responses 

and are discussed in depth in the document:

• Understanding an Organization’s resource sharing policies 

• Confidentiality and security 

• Data Overload and Time-no-Time 

• Version control 

• Style of work & communication 

• Technology – complexity, changes and updates, costs 

Designing and building shared repositories may be a practical initial step toward the 

longer-term goal of shaping a settlement sector community of practice.  Discussion 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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amongst practitioners will determine the types of documents and shared assets for an 

initial repository.  Document languages, metadata, categorization, location speci-

ficity, versioning control, ownership and methods for document management will 

need to be determined. This will come from working groups consisting of settlement 

sector practitioners and others tasked to help design & build the prototype library 

and delivery platform.  A subset discussion of a shared repository of resources - how to 

sensibly ‘catalogue’ digital assets.  Discoverability is important – time pressed practi-

tioners must efficiently locate and trust that they have the most current document.  A 

discussion around designing and determining a shared set of document descriptions 

- such as metadata, key terms, tagging, categorizations – would be beneficial to 

start developing before developing a platform for delivery.  Working groups formed 

from settlement sector practitioners and those helping build the delivery platform will 

determine these sets of working terminologies.  

Key-finding: Professional development is of significant interest to current practitioners.  

There is desire to upgrade skills as well as enhancing knowledge around specific issues 

relating to their clients’ needs.  Settlement sector practitioners stated through the survey 

that most prefer to learn on-site, in person.  Online workshops, either live or asynchronous, 

are a well-tested delivery mechanism for learning, and will likely make up aspects of a 

CoP since practitioners are located across the country. General discussion groups have 

been semi-successful according to some interviews, and more lively and active when 

the topic is focused – especially around professional development ideas and opportuni-

ties.  A discussion emanating from the community of practice will determine how best to 

offer and deliver professional development to the practitioners.  

A Pilot Phase: Involving settlement sector practitioners in decision-making for a prototyp-

ing initiative is part of developing a sense of collective ownership. Capturing and finess-

ing a set of needs through working group processes, then responding to these needs 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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and voices of the sector practitioners through design of a pilot platform is a recommend-

ed next step.  Using a set of documents and resources (determined by practitioners as 

‘important’) a conceptual working model for a repository can be established.  Proceed-

ing then to build a working prototype based on a determined set of assets with practi-

tioner-defined metadata. The interface design of the working prototype not necessarily 

complete at this juncture. Practitioners would be tasked with using the prototype for a 

test-period and offer their analysis of organization and functionalities. With this input and 

feedback from the practitioners, those tasked to produce an online platform can move 

to the next phase of development: begin designing and building a functioning sector 

focused platform.

OVERVIEW & PROCESS

Community of Practice: Multi-year Multi-phase 
project

Developing an effective online platform that encourages knowledge co-creation 

and sharing for practitioners in the Settlement sector in Canada is conceptualized 

as the final objective of this multi-year and multi-phase project. For this phase of the 

project an Environmental Scan (ES) process was undertaken to provide information 

and the key findings report to aid in effective decision-making processes for this final 

objective. 

Prior to the start of the environmental scan research, a National Advisory committee 

was formed as a sounding board and as Subject Matter Experts. This committee 

consists of several umbrella organizations situated across Canada. This National group 

represents a wide and deep network of Settlement sector practitioners. The following 

charts show the range and types of settlement work being performed as reported by 

respondents to the National Settlement Sector Survey (2017-8).

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Project Overview: Environmental Scan Phase

Beginning in November 2017 and continuing to March 31 2018, an Environmental 

Scan project was undertaken to research, review and surface new knowledge 

around contemporary & current understandings of Communities of Practice (CoP) 

for the Settlement Sector in Canada.  With the guidance of OCASI and the National 

Advisory Committee, a research team conducted an examination of current and 

best practices in CoPs within the settlement sector as well as a broader scope of 

not-for-profits and organizations functioning as noteworthy CoPs.  

Key research questions were identified to frame the scope of the Environmental Scan. 

The general areas of investigation were: What is the current understanding of CoPs 

regarding social learning, online communities, and networks, in the settlement sector, 

in other sectors? What attributes are associated with successful CoPs?  What are the 

current strategies being undertaken by organizations to encourage practitioners to 

participate / engage in CoPs?  What actions or activities appear to be effective?  

What are the key challenges, needs and gaps in the settlement sector in terms of 

using technology for learning and service delivery? Where are the opportunities for 

the sector to improve delivery of settlement services?  What knowledge management 

tools would support sector practitioners?

Research Terms

Key terms were identified and used during the research process. These included 

concepts such as shared knowledge, knowledge co-creation, peer-2-peer, 

networked learning, learning circles, participatory design methods, community infor-

matics, computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW), online CSCW, online hubs 

and platforms. These and other terms were used to identify a conceptual framework 

of an ideal Community of Practice.  

OVERVIEW & PROCESS
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Multi-modal research methodology:

Starting with the subject-agnostic STEEP environmental scan outline allowed the 

researcher a broad lens to assess the project. Through iterative and cumulative 

research processes, key subjects developed: Community of Practice frameworks and 

best practices; Settlement sector presence online (national, international); techno-

logically based community platforms (settlement sector and non-settlement sector); 

participatory design models and techniques; etc.

Research methods included review of academic & scholarly articles on a range of 

related topics, case studies and site audits of contemporary and working CoPs, a 

national survey of settlement sector workers and interviews with key informants. There 

are many published definitions of community of practice offering subtle differences 

which address diverse dimensions.  Variations will be cited throughout this document 

to build richness and layering to our conceptualization of what Communities of 

Practice are, and, can be.  

“…an aggregate of people who 
come together around mutual 
engagement in an endeavor.

 Ways of doing things, ways of 
talking, beliefs, values, power 
relations – in short practices- 
emerge in the course of this 
mutual endeavor.” 

 (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet (1992:464)

OVERVIEW & PROCESS
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The interconnected facets of an ideal and operational or working CoP are expanded 

upon within this report, and where appropriate, commentary from the survey respon-

dents or Key Informant interviews are used to broaden the discussion.

Environmental Scan Process 

Step one

Step one of the Environmental Scan process began with the development of a 

survey instrument, with the input from subject matter experts, the National Advisory 

Committee of Settlement sector practitioners. The survey was a tool and method used 

to gather information about the sector in general and how the practitioners currently 

work independently and collectively. This is a largely dispersed community and the 

survey gathered information about styles of peer-to-peer networking and followed 

up with questions about use of Information, Communication & Technologies (ICT) as 

potential effective work tools. 

Step two

Step two of the Environmental Scan process focused on an overview of existing 

communities of practice (CoP) that use technologies to engage their networks. This 

review included examples of CoPs from the Settlement Sector and was broadened 

to include other community-based, not-for-profits representing varying sizes and types 

of communities and organizations. This scope was expanded to deepen the under-

standing of potentials and possibilities for successful online CoPs, and to bring to the 

project the most current working concepts for online community hubs. Some research 

questions: what are the trends in user experience, design, how do other sectors 

engage members, what are opportunities and threats that could impact decisions 

prior to designing and building a new platform? 

OVERVIEW & PROCESS
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Environmental Scan Process

Step three

Step three of the Environmental Scan process included Case Studies to review 

identified CoPs that function mainly online, as ‘bricks & mortar’, and as a blend of 

online-offline.  An outline was developed and used as the framework to perform site 

audits for these case studies. The full documents are available in the Appendix.

Step four

Step four of the Environmental Scan process identified several Key informants for 

a proposed 50 to 60-minute interview. Telephone interviews were conducted, all 

lasting 60 minutes. Interviewees were approached through email asking if they 

would be interested in participating in the project in this manner because they had 

been identified as a key member of a community of practice that had relevance to 

the research topic. Three documents were prepared and sent to participants who 

agreed to be interviewed: 1. Project backgrounder 2. Interview questions 3. Permission 

form.  (Available in appendix).  The researcher requested and was granted permission 

from the interview subjects to record the meeting. These audio recordings were used 

as reference within the environmental scan document. 

Step five

Step five of the Environmental Scan involved scholarly research into current trends 

and thinking around Communities of Practice and online communities, participatory 

design and community involvement in peer-to-peer platforms, best practices and 

frameworks for successful online/offline CoPs. A reference section of journal articles 

and bibliographic references accompanies the Environmental scan report.

OVERVIEW & PROCESS
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SURVEY

The 2017-2018 Survey

A qualitative research method was used to assess Settlement Sector workers through 

a 33-44 question online survey in French and English. The National Advisory Committee 

(9 umbrella organizations dispersed across Canada) deployed the survey to their 

constituent networks.  Survey questions combined both open-ended response fields, 

and fixed answers with multi-choice buttons.

The 2017-8 National Settlement Sector online survey was written and developed to 

learn about Settlement sector practitioners’ digital practices and how Information 

Communications Technologies (ICT) are used in daily professional practices. Specif-

ically, how Settlement Practitioners across the country share knowledge and infor-

mation within and across communities with the aim of developing a bilingual National 

Settlement Sector Community of Practice (CoP). The future goal is to create a 

unique ‘Settlement Hub’ for the sector where settlement workers can connect, share, 

learn and collaborate. The aim of the Settlement Hub is to create an online space 

addressing and growing with the needs of the community -- where members can 

connect; find tools and resources needed to work effectively; and to share skills and 

knowledge with colleagues in the national community.   

Survey Instrument developed

A version of the survey instrument was developed and shared with the National 

Advisory Committee (NAC) for comments. The survey development process included 

gathering and integrating feedback from the National Advisory Committee.  Unique 

survey links (by province) were sent to the NAC members. The survey was deployed 
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through these individual umbrella organizations to their constituents and members.  A 

follow up reminder email was sent through the individual umbrella organizations. 

As stated in the background and explanation that accompanied the survey received 

by the respondents, no identifying data was collected about any individual respon-

dents. The survey stated in this preamble that it would be anonymous and voluntary, 

allowing respondents to answer the questions with as much freedom as the tool offers. 

Although individual respondents are anonymous, one may filter through a single 

respondents’ set of answers and a region may be deduced.  This review method may 

be used to follow a connected set of responses by an anonymous individual through 

the survey.

The English version of the survey was translated into French and separate survey links 

were sent to all potential respondents allowing them to select either language.    

French and English surveys were posted. 396 people responded through the English 

survey link and 52 responded to the French survey link.  The final numbers of survey 

links that were sent out can be retrieved from the individual umbrella organizations to 

estimate the sample size.

Those using the English survey spent an average of 18 minutes responding, and those 

using the French survey spent on average 26 minutes responding. 

Concepts & types of information sought through the survey

Information about the Settlement Sector in Canada in 2017/2018 was gathered 

through the online survey to determine what types of work practitioners engage in, 

how they use various technologies in their daily work routines, how they connect and 

communicate with other practitioners and how they engage within various online 

communities.  This was to determine the level of engagement or frustration with 

SURVEY
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various layers of technologies, as well as determine what members of this group (the 

respondents) felt would be a benefit and support for skills areas.  

Part one of the survey included several demographic questions to capture the 

current makeup of the sector in terms of location, work focus and service areas. 

Part two of the survey focused inquiries around settlement practitioner work, type of 

work including areas of potential training and skills development. Part three of the 

survey questions focused on current digital practices, how individuals use Information, 

Communication and Technologies (ICT) in their daily work environments individually 

and collaboratively.  

SURVEY
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Survey deployment and administration

The survey was deployed through the National Advisory Committee’s unique 

localized databases.  The research team did not have access to these databases.  

Respondents received a unique URL link to the survey.  French and English URLs were 

made available to all respondents and they could personally select which survey to 

use. The URLs were categorized by location and province as noted above.

The survey was open from Jan 8 – Jan 31st, 2018.   Reminder emails were sent through 

the National Advisory Committee umbrella organizations at various dates.  The charts 

below show the activity dates and may be correlated to the dates the emails were 

sent by the various umbrella organizations if available.

Research Subjects 

The survey was distributed through the Settlement sector network across Canada 

into 8 regions: Yukon, British Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Manitoba, Quebec, 

Ontario, Maritimes.  

SURVEY
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Respondent breakdown by region is as follows: 

Breakdown of responses by Location: 
ENGLISH

British Columbia- 175 

Alberta - 3 

Saskatchewan – 36

Manitoba – 31

Quebec - 1

Maritimes - 2

Yukon - 2

Ontario - 146

Breakdown of Responses by Location: 
FRENCH 

Maritimes – 1

Quebec - 22

Yukon - 2

Alberta - 0

Colombie-Britannique – 3

Manitoba - 5

Ontario - 14

Saskatchewan - 5

City size and Organization Size:

40% of the 396 English respondents work in an organization located in a large city. 

Almost 60% of the 52 French respondents work in an organization located in a large 

city.  (Over 400,000).

Volunteers within Organizations:

The number of volunteers working within organizations ranged from 0 to 5268 (English 

survey)

The number of volunteers within francophone-based organizations ranged from 0 – 200 

(French survey).

SURVEY
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There are multiple organizations noting their volunteer bases at 1000, 2000, 3000 & 5268. 

These are all located in Ontario.

General Area of Settlement Work

English Snapshot

A large percentage of respondents answered that they provide services to all 

newcomers. Other specific services with 25-50% response range: Language, Front-Line 

work, Education, Client advocacy, Refugee services, Housing, Youth & Seniors 

services.

French Snapshot

A large percentage of respondents answered that they provide services to all 

newcomers. Other more specific services with a 25-50% response range: Employment, 

Education, Front-line work, Refugee services and Youth services. 

Type of settlement work or service offered: 

Newcomer settlement, Orientation needs, Community connections were the top 3 

answers (English).

Orientation & Evaluation, Community connections, Francophone services were the 

top 3 answers (French).

SURVEY
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DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR 

Emergent themes and topics arose when settlement sector practitioners were asked 

about their current digital practices.  Key Informant Interview commentary has been 

included where similar topics and themes were discussed.

Current resource sharing issues identified across the 
Settlement sector

The survey tool asked settlement sector practitioners how they shared digital 

resources. Results were categorized into these general themes:

• Organizational policies around sharing, and having a trusted place to share

• Understanding an Organization’s resource sharing policies

• Confidentiality and security

• Data Overload and Time-no-Time

• Version control

• Style of work & communication

• Technology – complexity, changes and updates, costs

Organizational policies around sharing, and having a trusted place to 
share

Many practitioners stated that they couldn’t easily or quickly determine whether a 

document or digital asset was appropriate to share, either within their organization or 

with others. There is lack of clarity around where to share and post information.  Many 

suggested that assigning a Data Manager to help administer, sort, and share would 

alleviate these questions and uncertainties.
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Key Finding: Having a clear, trusted, dedicated and managed platform for document 

sharing is important to encourage both contribution to and downloading from.

In a Key Informant interview Participant A supported this aspect of the findings. 

Stating that there needs to be incentive for the practitioner to willingly share unique 

documents that they have prepared (such as Lesson Plans). This intellectual property 

issue needs to be addressed so that practitioners’ reluctance to share personal work 

product is overcome.

Participant C supported this discussion as well stating that an ad hoc, tacit sharing 

‘policy’ seemed to emerge where co-workers and colleagues end up sharing through 

email.  Everyone is used to using email systems, it poses the least amount of friction for 

practitioners and so by default this seems to be the sharing platform’.

Understanding an Organization’s resource sharing policies

Not always comfortable or confident in assessing a document’s content for appro-

priate sharing, practitioners raised questions about ‘where to post information’, 

‘what to post’, ‘how to post’ and were concerned about security, permissions and 

document control. Suggesting training in data management and sharing policies of 

their organizations is fundamental. 

Confidentiality and security

Along with a lack of clarity regarding where to post information, the issues of confi-

dentiality and security were raised.  Again, noting that it was difficult to determine 

what is technically, or legally sharable even in a semi-public, complex platform.  

Several comments indicate a concern around how to appropriately assess and 

handle data and information for its sharability: 

DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR
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• “New laws managing email communications: staff are still unsure when it 

applies and when it doesn’t so tend to avoid sending information”, 

• “each organization has different policies around privacy and sharing”, 

• concern over client’s rights – “consent needed from clients”,

• consent from authored documents and content gleaned from public 

sources “what if we make documents with some content from the internet – 

do we need the author’s permission?”,

• “the worry that SIN numbers, and personal information is accessible to 

anybody in the organization (if somebody uses a computer unlocked once 

it is extremely risky”). 

Participants A, B and C all spoke of another aspect of confidentiality.  They reported 

that many practitioners are active participants in face-to-face situations such as 

conferences, workshops, and meetings yet a chasm opens when shifting this type 

of work and conversations to an online forum.  These three interview participants 

reported and noted that practitioners feel a sense of intimidation, concerned about 

having their words and thoughts calcified when written down or published in an 

online forum.  They report concern over writing style and language and lacking confi-

dence to have their thoughts & ideas presented in a more formal situation.  There is 

concern that their published content could reflect them badly to their superiors and 

supervisors. 

The second issue around ‘confidentiality’ is more about Intellectual Property (IP) 

and the concern about sharing work product diligently produced by practitioners 

– perhaps produced on their own time.  Practitioners want to distinguish themselves 

from their colleagues in ways that may help advance in their careers – and openly 

publishing documents and artefact such as personalized Lesson Plans is a huge 

barrier to sharing.  

DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR
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Data Overload and Time-no-Time

Lack of time, ‘no time’, was consistently reported as a chronic issue in this and other 

survey questions.  Time to negotiate the stream of documents and information - 

“can’t manage inbox” – indicates a lasting issue with practitioners. These comments 

describe salient facets of this issue:

• Too much information

• Duplicate documents cause frustration

• Limited time to read and share documents

• Not enough time to keep shared folder updated

• No time to research

• Already too many administrative requirements, which are in no relation to 

the size of the program

• Too much to share

• Working in an environment where a crisis happens every minute

In a Key Informant interview Participant A spoke about the issue of information 

overload in a nuanced manner. When the information is too generic, or spaces like 

‘public discussion areas’ are too exposing, there is less incentive to use the online 

hub as a communication tool.  Participant A suggested that conceptually discrete 

‘modules’ or areas, related-or-not to one another, was where the most activity was 

observed.   Curating data, information, knowledge to be organized as conceptual 

units allowed visitors to the hubs to ‘target’ what and why they were there. This 

strategy and practice is used in other current CoP hubs. Cities of Migration is an 

example of this type of content structure. An in-depth site audit for a Case study 

delves into this strategy in depth.  (see Case Study in Appendix). 

DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR
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Version control

Practitioners noted concern over having to spend time sorting through duplicate 

files or being confronted with changed documents and being able to understand 

what changes were made and why. Proper version identification would help clarify 

and develop a trustworthiness of posted documents. Many noted that someone 

responsible for versioning control or posting documents may solve this issue.  “How to 

centralize information” poses the question about an easily understandable system 

of organization including categorizations, finding aids, searchability, good use of 

metadata.

Style: work, sharing & communication

Managing and communicating information and metadata around large shared 

repositories is required for easily retrievable documents.  If the practitioners, as 

indicated, don’t have time or ‘mental bandwidth’ to parse what is available, 

resources will not be used effectively. 

One practitioner plainly states and poses the problem: “how to organize the 

information”. 

Understanding how colleagues differently create, store, administer their documents 

and digital assets needs to be conceptualized and clearly communicated across 

the sector to create useful interoperable systems (eg. file names, metadata, taxon-

omies). Practitioners speak to variation in work style with the comments: “Many Excel 

tables (10 +) whose information is often repeated” indicating an exhaustion around 

efficiently managing shared documents. A “lack of order of documents” comment 

suggests as well that practitioners (with limited time as noted) have no clear system of 

sharing or communicating what types of documents are available.  Another partic-

ipant notes that there is a ‘misuse of communication tools’ such as email – suggesting 

that email systems can become a default data storage and sharing system.

DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR
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Technology – complexity, changes and updates, costs

Issues around technology as complex, expensive, needing updates too often were 

mentioned. As well, some practitioners like to use paper, prefer printed materials in 

some cases, and some need training in technological platforms to feel confident 

and comfortable using it.  “Access to adequate technological tools due to prohib-

itive cost to standardize technology across a vast organization” speaks as well to 

the larger issue of interoperable systems as well as platforms serving the data and 

documents.

Current information seeking: processes and content.

Practitioners were asked in the survey about the common problems they go online to 

solve. Results were clustered into these categories: 

• Research specific content 

• Government resources

• Forms

• Looking for resources for clients

• Verifying accuracy of information

• Funding opportunities

• Pro-tips

• Networking

Researching specific content 

Many practitioners shared the types of information they were seeking: legal issues; 

citizenship information; legislation and policy guidelines; community resources and 

events; housing resources; youth employment resources; information on gender issues; 

sexual assault; sex and labour trafficking; behavioral issues in children. “Finding equiv-

alent courses at the level of study” was a response regarding education resources for 

clients.

DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR
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‘Practitioners’ resilience is indicated by this response: “finding templates or forms, 

finding research around settlement services, self-directed education on different 

topics such as Trauma” – indicates the variety and depth of research practice online.

Practitioners also responded with details of specific issues they seek information or 

advice such as: Location and resources of local community centres and services 

within and beyond the catchment areas; how to make direct referrals to service 

providers; residency information; children’s aid information; school information with 

other educational references and applications; looking for new trends in client 

services; Volunteers – finding, support, and management; information about the 

newcomers country; outreach to other community partners; income including 

any potential benefits or entitlements; employment services including general and 

occupation-specific for job-seekers and Work-permits; sponsorship/PR status and 

citizenship information; special needs programs offerings and how to launch new 

programs which deal with unique client situations (such as autism, or newcomers with 

multiple complex needs); board governance advice and best practices.

Government resources

Practitioners were looking for the most up to date forms and information from a 

variety of government agencies, including the IRCC, CRA, EI, EIA.  Not necessarily 

published by government services, practitioners seek information on Statistics, 

Pathways to Citizenship, established measurement guides for outcomes, census data.

Forms

Up to date Forms, templates needed.  Frustration occurs when forms change without 

indication that an update has happened.  Forms are sometimes hard to locate. 

Online forms can be glitchy and when crashes happen, need to start a long process 

all over again. 
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Looking for resources for clients

Many practitioners go online to seek images, maps, directions, videos and graphical 

resources to share with clients. Practitioners’ resourcefulness and ingenuity when 

seeking information to help clients is noted in several responses, for example, “I often 

look for images of documents to show clients what they need to add with an appli-

cation when they don’t bring everything”.   Using the internet for graphical infor-

mation to communicate across languages. 

In related responses with practical needs for clients: 

• “what to do if you cannot speak english and you need to call 911”. 

• Legal support, with lawyers offering pro-bono services and a list of doctors taking 

new patients, as well as research around health and disease. 

• Resources for low literacy clients, and other language support services.  

• Practitioners are seeking practical help references for newcomers, such as 

where to purchase or find donations and second-hand items, “looking to locate 

occasional services; free seasonal clothing, temporary shelters opened during 

extreme cold”. 

• Library services and calendars showing community events for clients and day 

care opportunities.

• Practitioners also show clients “how to access and navigate online resources, 

government and community” to build capacity.

Verifying accuracy of information

In a sector which has a continuously fluctuating field of information, policies, laws, 

forms or processes, many practitioners responded that they go online to find and 

verify (forms & information) - to make sure they are using up to date information.  One 

response, “staff consistently verify information as changes happen often”, speaks to 

this shifting information landscape and the necessity to constantly verify. “Immigration 
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rules change”, “What is new with IRCC”, and “staff consistently verify the location of 

service providers as they either move or change days/times of availability”.

Related, practitioners are going online to find and confirm current contact infor-

mation such as phone numbers, postal addresses of agencies or other services.

Funding opportunities

Upcoming funding deadlines, new funding opportunities and forms are searched for.

Pro-tips

Many practitioners seek advice and ‘pro-tips’ online such as:

Software troubleshooting; ideas for activities and programming (for groups, children, 

youth, etc); how to write and prepare letters, successful proposals and contracts; 

grammar and writing tips; how to write manuals; how to efficiently work with digital 

files including file conversions for sharing; teaching materials, lesson plans, and other 

teaching resources; poster ideas; and tips and advice on “how to help children 

problem solve on their own”.

Networking

Practitioners are seeking opportunities to network, share news and events, make new 

connections, organize and coordinating meetings. The ability to compare similar 

initiatives in other cities was noted as a “search for general resources we may lack at 

our centre” and “how others have tried to solve similar problems”.
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One practitioner captures the larger issues around information seeking tasks: 

“online search is time consuming – 
we need a specific portal for all the 
forms, templates and resources” 

Another practitioner states they are seeking:

“French resources” and a place to 

“find reports and statistics on Francophone 
immigration”.  

Looking to help clients “maintain affinity 
with the Francophone community in an 
Anglo-dominant environment”.

Issues and frustrations with current tools or settlement hubs

Practitioners were asked to report on issues that create roadblocks, interrupt work flow 

with regards to online research or tools. These issues are categorized as:

• Trusting published information

• Language service and translation of information on sites and hubs
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• Navigation is too complex

• Generic information

• Plain language

• Tech-trouble

• IRCC 

Trusting published information

Many practitioners reported concern about the reliability and accuracy of infor-

mation delivered through various sites. A trusted platform with vetted information is 

vital. For example, one respondent reports that “government services that are no 

longer in service still have websites and phone numbers”.  Sometimes information 

is stale, 3 - 4 years old. One intriguing comment states that “Changes are barely 

noticeable”.  And sites without date stamps make it difficult to know what is the most 

relevant and up to date information. Another reported “contradictory information” 

was an issue.

When reaching out to contacts on sites, “people don’t get back to you”.   Is the 

contact information to be trusted?

Sometimes information stems from other countries and is not relevant to Canada.  As 

well, regulations and services can vary from province to province.  Some sites have a 

pay wall. 

Languages

Information is not language or culture specific.  Language used on the site is 

sometimes too filled with jargon or “too intellectual”.  “Information provided is mostly 

written in a higher-level English and very wordy – needs to be broken down for lower 

level learners”.  Sometimes the ‘terminology used is not accessible’.

Not all printed matter for clients is in multiple languages.
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Navigation is too complex

Site Navigation as an issue was surfaced often. Information is hard to find, the answer 

is not always available, information is not easy to locate, “accessing the appropriate 

link or form isn’t always easy to locate”, “I have to look in so many places to find 

information”, comments about poorly laid out websites being not easy to navigate 

and not intuitive, “too many choices, where information is confusing or difficult to 

find”, specific questions are not addressed, “websites are not only not up to date but 

publish a calendar with no events posted and then a poster is located in another 

area on the same website”. Practitioners seek “appropriate information in a timely 

manner”.

Generic Information

Almost contrary to the above cluster of responses is that practitioners are seeking 

specific information, yet they are only able to locate generic information – 

“sometimes information is very generic and doesn’t address specific questions or 

situations”.  The generic information and answers are too vague and therefore not 

practical.

Tech-trouble

Glitchy sites or connection (IRCC) means restarting complicated and long forms.  

Sometimes information is not available, there is trouble downloading or printing forms.
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IRCC

Many practitioners noted issues with this online service such as:

• “IRCC information is not always provided in full and in particular when changes are 

announced”

• “Sometimes I find myself in a loop on IRCC’s website, clicking pages only to end up 

back on the first page I was on”

• IRCC’s website is not user friendly and many of the instructions or answers to questions 

are open to interpretation”

• “IRCC is notorious for having essential information on different webpages, had to do 

multiple google searches to locate the specific information I’m looking for”

Professional Development Support & Resources 

Information about professional development support and resources was gathered 

as a semi-structured narrative form within the survey tool.  A large percentage of 

respondents indicated they needed: more training in general; up-to-date computers 

& software; access to more knowledge-sharing resources; access to online tools; and/

or more access to funding officers.  

Many respondents offered more specific narratives and information through the open 

text field. 
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Concepts were clustered into these high-level 
categories:

1. Communications

2. Networking and Learning Forums

3. Training

4. Current Trends & Best Practices

5. Resources repository

6. Legal

7. Outreach

8. Working with Governments

9. Technology

10. Language Services

11. Refugees

12. Mental Health

13. Success Stories

1. Communications

There were many comments which suggest better Communications across the Sector 

and Communication within Local environment is necessary. 

Communications across the Sector: practitioners are seeking ways to compare 

methods and procedures in different precincts across the country. Needing a way of 
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keeping up-to-date with best practices, as a way of learning from peers, comparing 

methods and results. 

Need for current information delivered in a timely and speedy manner is noted. Alerts 

and Updates through a trusted technological platform was suggested. 

Interprovincial, cross-sector communications strategies are of great interest as a way 

of exchanging ideas, best practices, methods and tools with other service providers.

Communications within the local environment: comments were focused on needing 

to connect with other local practitioners.  Knowing what services or people are 

available in a vicinity or locale, help in determining where to send clients for various 

related services.

One practitioner noted that they need:

“ways to easily connect with others on 
particular topics/find others I don’t yet 
know who have expertise/connections I 
am looking for”. 

2. Networking & Learning Forums

Networking & Learning Forums encompasses some aspects connected to communi-

cations & training comments -  overlapping in the how, where, and what tools training 

can be offered, including how new best practices will be communicated, shared 

and co-developed. Practitioners are looking for “formal and trustworthy channels 

for sharing information”, best practices and co-creating new knowledge.  Several 

practitioners currently use BaseCamp and wondered if this platform would suffice 
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for the task of building a sector hub.  There is a question of it’s capacity for a large 

contingent of practitioners or if it is better suited for teams of people working on tasks 

together.

Many practitioners suggest regular training and skills upgrades are important, and 

that this training be done as part of their work day or funded by their employer or 

organization.

Practitioners are seeking various types of learning forums and opportunities such as 

local conferences, interprovincial conferences, group learning sessions, curriculum 

development, peer-to-peer learning, knowledge and experience sharing oppor-

tunities, the chance to mentor colleagues, seminars, and various team-building 

prospects were noted as desired methods and platforms for cross-sector networking. 

For instance, a Case Studies Forum was suggested as a platform to discuss actual 

examples and experiences (as long as the cases used were anonymized and no 

individual was identifiable).

3. Training

For this section comments were grouped into General skills training, Technical skills 

training and Specific skills training concepts.

General skills training

There are a variety of general skills that practitioners are seeking:

• How to perform efficient research;

• How to craft and write proposals; 

• Time management; 

• Communications strategies; 

• Social Media strategies; 

• Financial management; 

• Human Resources;

• Leadership training.
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Technical skills training

Training for media production was mentioned, such as how to design, create and 

produce effective Webinars for sharing knowledge online with colleagues.

Specific skills training

Many practitioners are looking for Career Advice and how to advance within their 

given fields.  Core training certificate programs, as Alberta once offered, are of 

interest. 

Other methods to gain certifications and credentials, possibly through a Social Work 

MOOC were noted as an important aspect of career advancement.  As well there 

needs to be opportunities to add to skills developed through BSW or MSW, along with 

‘standardized training’.

Specific subject matter training needs were identified around these concepts:

• Training in Ethics, Empathy and Accountability; 

• Up to date training around Immigration laws, regulations and rules was raised 

often.  As well, being alerted to changes in processes and/or policies is 

important; 

• Crisis intervention training, including strategies and tactics;

• More training in “youth related work”;

• Training and resources for volunteers.

4. Current Trends & Best Practices

This cluster of concepts represents practitioners wanting to ‘see’ trends in the 

settlement sector.  Visualizations and charts that can efficiently capture and share 
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current trends around issues, services, concepts were surfaced as a potentially 

useful ‘tool’. These types of reports published as ‘snapshots’ of the sector could show 

trends within practice-type and allow for individuals and organizations the chance 

for reflection and contextualizing of their services within the sector. Front-line sector 

worker statistics reports were offered as an example, as was another appeal for a 

method to efficiently understand current conditions within the sector.

Practitioners are continuously seeking new methods and best practices to serve their 

clients and to work efficiently. Many noted needing more time & funding to do their 

work. 

Another snapshot or overview of current events was suggested as: “Press Review of 

the settlement sector to learn about recent news and new practices”.

Some best practices specifics

• Best practice and up-to-date information concepts were listed as ‘type 

of resource needed’ throughout several questions in the survey. “Training 

sessions available by region – online, webinar or in person” in a “format that 

is user friendly” and “upcoming training and related conferences” shared 

through online calendars.    

• Best practices with regards to refugees - especially around the experience 

of the waiting process, legal issues, and an understanding of refugee camp 

situations.

• ‘Ask an IRCC expert’ – connecting with and assistance interpreting 

ambiguity of forms, and processes was raised as an issue often.

• Best practices to “settle newcomer families and children”

Knowledge co-creation, training, sharing “pro-tips” and best practices can also 

be offered through the vehicles of live online chats, webinars, and in person 
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conferences. Best practices, training and digital assets also overlap conceptually and 

technically as ‘resource’. A resource repository might contain documents, video/

audio sessions, how to or walkthroughs of complex procedures or processes, including 

the downloadable forms, templates, contact lists that the practitioners reflected as 

items that they would like to see available on a hub.  One practitioner stated needing 

“tools to enhance staff capacity to deliver services” indicates access to self-directed, 

self-paced, trusted training products is important as a method for practitioners to 

continue to learn best practices.

Another practitioner stated: “the ability to form best practices criteria with others, with 

real consideration for rural populations” speaks to the desire to co-create and learn 

from one another as a community of practitioners.  This was supported by another 

practitioner who suggests a platform to co-discuss and propose new best practices is 

necessary.

5. Resources repository

Many practitioners wrote of a need for a ‘centralized’, ‘one stop resource’ for online 

knowledge-sharing resources, including access to French resources and transla-

tions of the resources. As well, location specific resources categories were noted as 

necessary tools.  Practitioners are looking for databases and directories for specialized 

support such as translators, lawyers, youth services, funding sources, etc. 

As noted in the Networking and Learning Forums section, any sharing of resources 

needs to be offered through a formal, trustworthy platform.  Call for up-to-date 

information was a thread seen throughout the survey responses including versioning 

control of required forms, most current legal information and IRCC processes. One 

practitioner describes a large unorganized field of information as follows:  We need 

“mental health resources to assist newcomers in our service area, categorized by 
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type of mental health issue, service language, government subsidies to consider. 

Currently this information is present in bits and pieces across different gov’t and 

community websites. Very difficult to navigate”.

Key finding: Discoverability, searchability and retrievability are important factors in a 

repository – assets are more ‘discoverable’ the more detailed and well designed the 

metadata is. As one practitioner suggests “a search bar that works – where you don’t 

need to know in advance, what words are needed to find sites”.  Another practitioner 

proposes “a list of training sessions recorded and ready to use”.  Others describe a 

“Learning Management System – that is interactive for users” and a “thematic list of re-

sources, by location” – indicating that practitioners ‘search’ for information in a variety of 

ways, through various key terms, or concepts and a system that allows a variety of ways 

of entering a repository is needed.

Online Resource Kits suggestions

Guidelines, Forms databases with version control, Funder databases, Evaluation 

Toolkits, Referral Guides, Essential Newcomer Kit, Data capture tools for Front-line 

workers, How to Launch a Newcomer to Self-sufficiency, Job board for Newcomers, 

Time management tools, Decision Guidelines, Success-Measurement Tools, Referral 

Guides (General, Local), Calendars – local, regional meetings, training workshops, 

Data Management tools, A Case Management Kit which includes ‘actual case 

details’ (anonymized) to help practitioners see real-life examples and outcomes. This 

would be created as part of a Case Studies Forum – as noted in the Networking and 

Learning Forums section and detail systems and strategies.

An ‘IRCC kit’ offering an up-to-date overview of their policies and processes was 

suggested as noted in the Working with Governments section.
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Online learning tools suggestions

Easy access to turn-key workshops, online workshops or webinars, audio and video 

assets.

For instance, a ‘legal clinic’ section of resources would aid in practitioners’ under-

standing of immigration laws and processes as it is necessary for practitioners to 

locate and use up-to-date forms and understand current legal processes. 

One practitioner made the comment about efficiencies, researching existing tools 

and technology: “Sharing tools already developed (to avoid inventing what works 

well elsewhere)”.

Specific types of resources identified by the sector practitioners:

The survey asked about types of resources or information practitioners would like to 

see available on an online National Settlement Hub. Adding to the commentary 

above responses included: sharable forms (eg. Referral forms) offered as templates 

which are standardized yet adaptable by a practitioner, new best practices and 

precedents (with consideration for rural populations), Action Plan templates, 

identified training opportunities, IRCC fact sheets, downloadable fact sheets, job 

board, funding opportunities, contact lists, alerts to changes in laws or policies, best 

practices check list, list of all government resources in one place, creating a legal 

contract help, activities kit for children and youth, activities kits for conversation 

circles, plain language orientation, online sites for newcomers to reference, Q&A 

on various topics, settlement topic forums, sector wide calendar, capacity building 

tools in general, a resource ‘directory of potential mentors’, legal aid processes and 

support.

Newcomer kits:

Practitioners noted needs for a resource kit to share with newcomers, including 

activities and workshop ideas. Materials should be translated into the appropriate 
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language. “Multilingual and plain language orientation documents, for example 

driver’s guides, legal information, employment, health and crisis help”.  Kits should 

include links to the ‘most needed forms for new immigrants’. 

Contact Lists: 

Many practitioners noted the need for up-to-date contact lists and directly accessible 

contacts. They are looking for direct access to mentors, to IRCC staff, and connec-

tions to other locally situated colleagues and service providers in other areas of 

settlement work.

Calendars:

The ability to see upcoming grant deadlines, webinars, seminars, courses, events – 

filterable by local area or global (Canada and beyond).

Printed matter: 

A request for “hard copy” printed matter of information or kits by a practitioner poses 

a challenge to the scope and nature of the information (where was it published? 

Does it contain any identifying data?)  “Printable settlement resources in multiple 

languages – ie. Regarding bed bugs, head lice or counselling services” gives a 

specific example of types of hard copy materials practitioners are looking for. 

6. Legal

Methods for clear understanding of Immigration laws, policies, rules, regulations, 

processes and qualifications were concepts that arose often.  Practitioners noted the 

importance of being speedily alerted to any changes in laws.

Other notes regarding legal facets:
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Legal Continued

• access to lawyers or a database of legal professionals

• Understanding clients’ rights and client anonymity (cross referenced with 

training in Ethics)

• Family law and legal information for newcomers

• Legal aid processes, support and information

7. Outreach + Vulnerable communities

Many mentioned needing strategies, assistance and resources when working with 

vulnerable communities such as Youth, Elderly, Deaf and Hard of Hearing clients, 

Women’s Shelters, and Refugees.  This included notes regarding Trauma and Crisis 

support for these communities. 

Cross-Cultural training and outreach strategies are needed.

Remote settlement counselling services are required in various locales.

Identifying and connecting with “potential partners” and forming partnerships was 

noted as another method of doing outreach beyond the sector.

8. Working with Governments

Many practitioners noted the need for a streamlined connection to the Immigration, 

Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) and have asked for direct contact or 

access to a designated representative. Many suggest that much time is spent waiting 

on the phone for a representative and that this is not an effective use of their time.
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An ‘IRCC kit’ offering an up-to-date documentation of their policies and processes 

was suggested.  This kit would include a suite of webinars that work as an overview of 

‘how to work with the IRCC’, best ways of contacting representatives.

Better integration and use of Immigration Contribution Agreement Reporting 

Environment (iCARE).

One practitioner states: “updates on government programs and policies (but this 

might be a big ask), as well as actual experience applying updated policies in 

practice. Forum or live meeting format may be best. There’s a need for user to under-

stand info accuracy (sic) is not guaranteed and that it still needs to be vetted” 

9. Technology

This cluster of commentary captures ideas such as needing faster networks, fast 

access to databases (such as the OCMS), need for affordable data, ipads for 

front-line workers, better work station systems and better software. 

10. Language Services

Translator databases, translation and interpretation services are essential needs.  

Documents in plain language or written for low-literacy clients in various languages.

11. Refugees

Particular mention was made about Refugees – specifically needing background 

information regarding refugee camps.  Visualizations of these trends and best 

methods of working with refugees crosses multiple categories, from specific skills 

training regarding the needs of the individual refugees and families and under-

standing logistics and complexities.

A specific request states needing: “news from different regions related to the LGBT 

refugee community”.
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12. Mental Health

Several practitioners noted that burn-out, especially in front-line workers, is a constant 

hazard in the sector.  Many noted that mental health support, advice, strategies and 

policies are important needs in the sector.

Child minding services was noted as positive support for practitioners, including their 

clients.

For clients, one practitioner noted “mental health resources to assist newcomers 

in our service area, categorized by type of mental health issue, service language, 

government subsidies to consider. Currently this info is present in bits and pieces 

across different gov’t and community websites. Very difficult to navigate”. 

13. Success Stories

Numerous practitioners want to hear of the success stories about newcomers and 

refugees.  Sharing the good news narratives through video diaries or printed matter 

offers positive notes and feedback.

Online tools & platforms

Survey respondents report that in their current work as settlement sector practitioners 

they are using online platforms or tools to solve problems or to seek and find infor-

mation to share with clients. This may be client-based referral information, maps, 

directions, information about services such as doctors, schools, community centres.  

Practitioners were asked what types of online platforms they used to accomplish their 

work. 
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Both English and French respondents show that they frequently visit and use 

Government portals (English 78.5% and French 71.79%). Settlement sectors portals and 

websites are highly used to gain information and accomplish their work (English 75%; 

French 69.23%).  Social media sites such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, LinkedIn are 

used by 51.92% (E) and 69.23% (F) are used as a tool to perform work.

Wikis do not seem as popular in 2017-8, this could be that social media has moved 

into that information space and that wikis are not kept up by communities with these 

efforts perhaps moving to social media pages and accounts upkeep. 

Other platforms mentioned. Basecamp (https://basecamp.com/) is referenced by 

several practitioners as a tool/platform used by their teams.  Basecamp is a propri-

etary Project Management and Team Communication software platform. This is a 

useful tool for distributed teams with a focused project but not recommended as the 

main platform for an entire CoP.   Other platforms being used are Google Drive and 

Dropbox for file sharing and MailChimp for email newsletters.  Specific references are 

made to use of Google Drive and Google Docs when questioned about the cloud 

sharing platforms.  Github was not mentioned as a currently used tool although listed 

as an item within the survey question.  Github  (https://github.com/ is an open source 

development platform, used by both businesses, and not-for-profit communities. 

Communities when developing digital projects can host and review, code, manage 

projects, and is often used as a trusted repository or archive.  Version tracking with 

date stamps helps new visitors to any shared project determine the latest edited 

version of any particular file within the project.

The next two charts show the general types of sites, hubs and platforms being used by 

settlement sector practitioners.  
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ENGLISH RESPONDENTS
What types of online platforms do you use to accomplish 
your work?

Websites or portals specific to your sector 75.00%
Websites or portals for Government services 78.53%
Social media (eg. Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, LinkedIn) 51.92%
Wiki-type platforms 8.33%
Cloud document services for sharing documents (eg. 
Google Docs, GitHub) 

28.21%

FRENCH RESPONDENTS
Utilisez-vous l’un de ces types de plateformes en ligne afin 
d’optimiser votre travail ? 

Sites web ou portails pour les partenariats locaux des 
immigrants, organisations à but non lucratif

69.23%

Sites web ou portails pour les services gouvernementaux 71.79%
Médias sociaux (par ex. Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, 
LinkedIn) 

69.23%

Plateformes de type Wiki 15.38%
Services infonuagiques pour le partage de documents 
(par ex. Google Docs, GitHub)

53.85%

Springboarding from the general types of sites that practitioners are using to perform 

their work, the survey asked settlement sector practitioners to describe or list some 

of the trusted websites or hubs that they currently use in their information seeking 

processes.  Their responses were organized into three areas: Government sites, 

Settlement services, and Other services. 

The following charts are the trusted websites and hubs that settlement sector practi-

tioners use to help them with settlement sector issues within their jobs: 
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Government Sites

Municipal, provincial and federal sites

IRCC

CIC

Health Canada

Service Canada

Ministry of Education

Employment Standards BC

Stats Canada

Census Canada

211 Ontario

CRA

Local Public Library sites

Job bank sites / Ontario Works

Ministry of Social Development

US Government sites

Canadavisa.org

Canadian Council for Refugees

Legal Aid and Legal Sites https://www.cleo.on.ca/en

Local recreation and community centre sites

COPA

Municipal School Board sites

CAMH

iCARE
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Settlement Sector Sites

AMSAA

MANSO

OCASI

TRCI

Settlement@work

Settlement.org

LIPS - Local Immigration Partnerships.

TRAC Independent US site.  http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/

Youth Services (East Metro Youth Services); http://www.children-first.
ca/

Refugee services sites, eg. http://www.rstp.ca/en/

https://www.immigrer.com/

Other Services Sites

Anti Poverty networks, eg. http://www.povnet.org/

Cities of Migration

Volunteer networking sites

Job finding sites – eg. https://charityvillage.com

https://www.inforoutefpt.org/?langue=en

Health networks eg. https://www.crccertification.com/about-crcc

Language learning networks. https://www.tesl.ca/; https://tutela.ca/
PublicHomePage

Immigration Lawyers and specialists, eg. Steps to Justice, Desloges Law 
Group

Parenting sites
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Indispensable digital & online tools currently used

The survey asked respondents to list their top 3 indispensable digital or online tools 

that they currently use to do settlement practitioner work, perhaps aiding with 

efficacy, efficiency and work flow. The tools are used to look for sector updates, best 

practices from other practitioners and ways to communicate with fellow practitioners, 

community and sector events, to help with client needs (resources, programs, activ-

ities, libraries), some language and translation services, volunteer scheduling, and 

information alerts.

43.33% (English) and 27.61% (French) cite Calendars as an indispensable tool.  Email, 

Google, the IRCC website are obvious results as mentioned throughout as tools used.  

Other notable entries with no identifying tool or platform name, described by use 

type:

• Tools for coordinating (local to national)

• Tools for networking (local to national)

• Tools for sharing (online document sharing, shared folders)

• Online forums

• Job boards

• Eligibility checkers

• Newsletters, listservs

• Social media (for events, to follow government feeds)

• Webinars (OCASI, Cities of Migration, Youtube)

DIGITAL PRACTICES WITHIN THE SETTLEMENT SECTOR
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Internal Communications and Networking tools

To further explore the use of Information, Communications and Technologies (ICT) as 

integrated aspects of communications and networking strategies of settlement sector 

practitioners, the survey asked about use of APPS as communication tools to perform 

their work.  Text messaging is highly used (French 66.67%; English 50.69%). WhatsApp is 

a popular tool with 23.61% English respondents and 41.67% French respondents using 

this as a communication tool.  Video and audio conferencing apps such as Skype, 

GotoMeeting, Google Hangout, Zoom are all tools being used. Social media tools 

are also used to communicate as a way of direct messaging (Twitter DM, Facebook 

messenger, Instagram).

External Communications and Networking tools

43.34 % (English) and 28.21% (French) Practitioners report that they do not use social 

media apps to perform their work.  44.59% (English) and 58.97% (French) do use social 

media apps to post and share information publicly. They also report using these types 

of apps to communicate with clients who prefer that method; to reach mentors in 

a mentorship group; to coordinate programs and participants (Facebook groups); 

and for Event promotion.  Social media apps are also used for research, information 

seeking and gathering as noted in the charts below.

To post & share information publicly. 44.59%

To gather information about Settlement work in 
general 

21.28%

To do research on specific topics 17.91%

Pour afficher & partager l’information 
publiquement 

58.97%

Pour recueillir des informations sur le travail de 
l’établissement en général 

41.03%

Pour faire des recherches sur des sujets précis 28.21%
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Gaps: Technology, friction and ‘doing settlement practitioner work’

When asked about the top 3 issues that settlement practitioners encounter with 

websites, hubs and repositories that they use to perform their work the word-cloud 

syntheses indicate overwhelmingly that information they are seeking is difficult to find, 

not up to date, or simply not available. 
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Responses when asked about top issues encountered when using 
websites or hubs to seek information about settlement work:

• Sites are down so information is not available, dead links

• Information is not updated in a timely manner, 

• Out of date forms

• Glitchy forms & systems (filling out long applications multiple time), kicked off 

IRCC often and have to begin all over again; some forms don’t open in certain 

browsers

• Sites without dates or years makes it difficult to know how up to date or relevant 

the information is

• Contradictory information

• Information not easy to find

• Information is not properly vetted

• Information is not current and not correct

• Websites are constantly changing, not easy to re-locate information or links

• Some forms cannot be saved

• IRCC information is not always provided in full, in particular when changes are 

announced

• I have to look in so many places to find information

• Websites like the IRCC are extremely complex, not user friendly and many of the 

instructions or answers to questions are open to interpretation; some information is 

not clear and I am required to call the IRCC call centre for help

• Websites are poorly laid out and not intuitive; Navigation/look & feel of the sites 

shows too much information or not well-organized information; 

• IRCC is notorious for having essential information on different webpages, had to 

do multiple google searches to locate the specific information I am looking for

• Not enough multilingual or plain language sites, language level is too high, sites 

are too wordy

• Some instructions and guidelines are written in very sophisticated language; termi-

nology is not accessible
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Responses when asked about top issues encountered when using 
websites or hubs to seek information about settlement work: continued

• People don’t get back to you

• Sometimes information is generic and doesn’t address specific questions or situa-

tions; information is too vague; information is not practical

• Weeding through theoretical info when looking for practical info

• Not all print ready materials are in multiple languages

• Information is not easy to share with clients

• I can’t remember the website addresses

• Paywalls 

• Sites are too slow

• Non-professional and untrained, or retired counsellors overload discussions and 

attempt to push out trained and qualified others
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A place to share and ask each other questions

In responding to the top 3 issues encountered when seeking information or doing 

research for settlement sector work some survey respondents described the need for 

a place to ask each other questions, to hear about other innovations and ideas – a 

shared repository and hub where practitioners can engage with other professionals in 

a timely and useful manner.
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 “I don’t know of a site where we 
can ask each other questions or 
get information” 

...

“No resources to ask more specific 
questions”

...

“that a platform for sharing of experi-
ences, particularly of innovations and 
successes of other service providers 
was important”.

Studying the successes and innovations across the settlement sector as well as other 

types of communities of practice segues this discussion in to the next section of the 

Environmental Scan. This section reviews and assesses how other individuals and 

communities have self-organized into Communities of Practice in order to share 

resources, to more effectively collaborate as a large networked community, to 

communicate effectively as individuals who approach learning and sharing with 

different styles, and who may have diverse types of access to information and 

technologies.

An appraisal of relevant current practices, designs, peer-to-peer learning platforms 

has resulted in a list of 22 communities of practice that are notable for a variety of 

reasons.  
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REVIEWING CURRENT COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE

Academic and peer-reviewed journals were used to surface active discussions 

around communities of practice - highlighting a variety of dimensions. These refer-

ences triangulated within online searches located a set of current CoPs. Twenty-two 

active communities of practice were identified to study for this report.  Interested 

in studying communities’ online presence, many sites, hubs, and communities of 

practice in various states and phases of their organizational lifespans were found. 

These have been organized into three main categories of CoPs: Settlement Sector 

hubs; Professional and Community-based hubs; Community-based hubs with a 

specific focus on technology.  

Investigating how distributed communities can effectively use technology to enhance 

their community of practice is a project emphasis and was a lens used to review the 

examples discovered. There was focus on the online presence of these examples of 

CoPs - with specific interest in identifying their various inventive uses of technology to 

enhance and engage their various communities. 

The researcher also studied the user-interfaces (UI) and user-experience (UX) and 

content delivery to consider these and other facets.  These are elements which 

should be considered when developing a new hub for the sector:
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UI & UX (User Interface and User Experience)

• navigation techniques, site structure

• language use, study mission statements to see how community is described 

and presented publicly

• use of images, graphics and colour, design strategies, look & feel of the hub, 

identity

• ease of use, approachability, can a user find things easily? Could a user 

locate what they looking for? 

• how is content delivered, how does the site engage with visitors

• trust in platform, does the site seem solid?, ‘would I join?’, what is the draw?

• joining & login processes, how easy is this process?

• outreach to community, how does the CoP engage with communities 

through the digital platform?

Content Delivery (static)

• Arrangement and readability

• Types of content and categorizations

• Discoverability of files, workshops, etc 

Content Delivery (Active Problem solving)

• What digital tools are available (modules)

• members only areas?

• Questions & Answers

 In-real time 

 Questions to hivemind  

 Subject Matter Experts available?
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Community needs change and technologies change

These examples offer a current snapshot of how various global communities employ 

technology to provide services, to share knowledge and to inform & engage 

members.  They range from online learning hubs and knowledge circles, to stand-

alone APPS, to physical spaces as social hubs which appear to foster a richer and 

deeper online connection.   

Key concepts are noted for each hub to highlight interesting or unique facets that 

others may be interested in studying when developing a future CoP platform and set 

of digital tools.

These mini case studies are curated into these types:

1. Settlement Sector hubs

2. Community-based hubs with technology focus

3. Professional and Community-based hubs

REVIEWING CURRENT COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
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1. Settlement Sector hubs

Henry Street Settlement.

https://www.henrystreet.org

Stated Mission: Founded in 1893 by social work and public health pioneer Lillian Wald 

and based in Manhattan’s Lower East Side, Henry Street Settlement delivers a wide 

range of social service, arts and health care programs to more than 60,000 New 

Yorkers each year.

Key concepts: easy to understand navigation system with deep set of social programs 

and outreach. Invites community to participate and the public facing interface puts 

forward a solid sense of history of the service and space. This is an example of a bricks 

& mortar CoP which represents and shares its activities through a public facing site.
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 Settlement & Immigration Centre Waikato

http://www.scw.org.nz/

Stated Mission: The Settlement Centre Waikato (formerly Waikato Migrant Resource 

Centre) helps newcomers to find their way to a successful settlement in Hamilton and 

the Waikato area.

Key concepts: very graphically friendly, lots of breathing room on pages, types of 

services offered are visible and understandable.

REVIEWING CURRENT COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
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Americans for Immigrant Justice

http://www.aijustice.org

Stated Mission: To protect and promote the basic human rights of immigrants through 

a unique combination of free direct services, impact litigation, policy reform, and 

public education at local, state, and national levels.

Stated Vision: To bring about an American society where immigrants are not 

subjected to abuse or injustice; are not afraid to seek help; have a fair opportunity to 

make their case in the system that governs them; and have their contributions valued 

and encouraged.

Key concepts: Media section has prepared Press Releases, Press Kits, reflections and 

videos for sharing.  As already prepared documents it saves time for other groups or 

individuals to be active quickly and easily.  Curated news blocks on home page, with 

active twitter feed keeps events front and centre.
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Cities of Migration project

http://citiesofmigration.ca

Stated Mission: ‘Cities of Migration seeks to improve local integration practice in 

major immigrant receiving cities worldwide through information sharing and learning 

exchange.”

Key concepts: The “Good Ideas” section and “Test My City Diagnostic tool” are of 

particular interest.  

Full Case study provided in Appendix.

CAMH

https://irmhp-psmir.camhx.ca/home

Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Project: This is a comprehensive site offering 

resources such as webinars, course, toolkits.

Stated Mission: The Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Project offers online 

training, tools and resources to settlement, social and health service professionals 

working with immigrants and refugees. By participating, you’ll gain new knowledge, 

skills, tools and strategies to apply to your work. You’ll have the opportunity to 

connect and exchange ideas and experiences with hundreds of service providers 

across Canada and obtain advice from experts in the field. All activities are 

self-paced, so take your time and explore all the elements of the project. 

This project builds on the former Refugee Mental Health Project, expanding to cover 

mental health problems and disorders in different groups of immigrants and refugees 

as well as evidence-based services, treatments and supports that have the capacity 

to effectively address the unique needs of different groups.

This project is funded by Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC).

Full Case study provided in Appendix.
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Refugee Readiness Hub  (ISS of BC)

http://refugeehub.issbc.org/about-us/

Stated mission: British Columbians are ready to lend a helping hand in Canada’s 

largest refugee resettlement movement of this generation.

To assist and empower individuals and refugee-serving organizations to help in the 

resettlement process, ISSofBC in partnership with the Province of British Columbia have 

created this online resource hub.

Through the Refugee Readiness Hub users can learn about refugees that are arriving 

to BC, read the latest status of the arrival of refugees and find local resettlement 

programs, services and resources.

Key concepts: ISSofBC has responded to the need for sharing documents by 

publishing an archive of resources in these categories: Refugee claimants, 

Government Assisted Refugees, Privately sponsored Refugees and Blended Visa 

Office Referred.  Downloadable resource examples include Claimant’s Kit, Statistics 
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from StatsCanada, and Immigration and Refugee Laws and Regulations (although 

these links are broken). As noted in many survey responses, government sites often 

update and move content and it is hard to re-locate the linked content. This points to 

the issue of evergreen content, and how to keep external links and important content 

available when the CoP hosts or links to content outside of the hub.

Apps for Refugees

http://appsforrefugees.com

This is an active repository offering a large array of APPs for mobile devices (in many 

languages) for refugees in Germany.

Key concepts: top 10 downloaded Apps.  Indicates a kind of crowd-sourced best 

practice set of active and useful tools.  We may be past looking for one ‘killer app’ 

when delivering a set of complex services to a mutable group of people.  Perhaps we 

are looking for the Killer-App-Kit to be able to respond to a changing landscape of 

needs for newcomers and settlement sector practitioners. 
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The following are the top ten and the offline apps that have quick references 

and descriptions of their functionalities along with the star rating system “useful for 

refugees?”, along with an easy install button button indicating whether it has been 

developed for apple or android platforms.

InfoAid – Information for refugees on the Balkan Route InfoAid is an app with up to date 

information for refugees on their way through south-east of Europe. It covers all countries 

on the Balkan route, including updates about the…

refunite.org refunite.org is a web-based platform whose mission is to reconnect refugee 

families across the globe with missing loved ones.

Refugee Phrasebook interactive Small translation app with about 1100 useful phrases for 

communication between refugees and supporters. More than 30 languages supported.

Refugees-Welcome.net Refugees-Welcome.net is a web platform where supporters can 

offer their private rooms as accommodation for refugees. It not only focuses on the help 

for refugees but also on the cultural…

REVIEWING CURRENT COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
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Welcome App Germany All about Germany (Cities, states, authorities, daily life, public 

transport, legal advice, social service, asylum procedure, accommodation and much 

more) in English, French and Arabic. Suited for OFFLINE use. 

Refoodgee Refoodgee connects refugees with locals. Locals can themselves register 

with this app to invite refugees for cooking. Refugees register as guests, locals as hosts. 

Exchange recipes, share stories and improve.

RefuChat RefuChat is an app for the communication between supporters or paramed-

ics and Arabic speaking refugees. It lists a set of most important phrases which you can 

choose from. 

Love Europe Refugee App The Love Europe Refugee App helps you to navigate through 

Europe. It will help you find what you need most, both on your journey and when you 

settle.

Refugeemap.com RefugeeMap.com is a web based custom Google Map with crowd-

sourced information on the current refugee crisis.  It helps volunteers to find out where 

they are needed and what the situation is at.

w2eu.info w2eu.info provides contacts and counselling to refugees and migrants on 

their way. Covered topics are Safety at Sea, Dublin III, Asylum, Work, Living, Legal Infor-

mation, Medical Information and many more.

Understanding as well that not all work can be accomplished on line, AppsForRefugees 

have published a set of APPS that can work offline as these examples show.  The key 

words and categorizations they develop around the apps are a strategy which is useful 

in considering as a taxonomy of key words to be employed with a CoP hub. Making the 

apps discoverable.

Offline app list follows:
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Ankommenapp

http://ankommenapp.de/APP/EN/Startseite/startseite-node.html

Stated about: “A guide for your first weeks in Germany. Understanding how Germany 

works is the basis for getting on well together. Everyone has the same obligations and 

has to obey German laws. But everyone has the same rights too. In this app you get 

to know the rules of this country and learn what you have to pay attention to. 

Ankommen is a free app developed by the Federal Office for Migration and 

Refugees in conjunction with the Federal Agency for Labor, the Goethe Institute 

and the Bavarian Radio and Television. The app serves as a go-to for new refugees 

arriving in Germany: it gives refugees tips about living in Germany, including shopping 

and food advice, information on where health services are provided, a step by step 

description of how to use trains and busses in different areas, and how to integrate 

children through educational opportunities. Ankommen also provides information on 

asylum procedure, vocational training and job opportunities, and more.

Refugees can also learn German on this app, which connects them to volunteers 

who speak German with them—practicing in this way is the best way to learn the 

language.

This app is available in 5 languages and can be used offline.

Categories: Accommodation, Apple iPhone, Apps working offline, Authorities, 

Communications, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Google Android, Health, 

Language and translation.
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Integreat

https://integreat-app.de/en/idea-impact/

Stated about: “Can we provide the people arriving in our city with all relevant infor-

mation in their native language as quickly as possible? Even without permanent 

internet access and without confusing paper chaos? We have also asked ourselves 

these questions in 2015. The result is an app called Integreat which communally 

passes on all relevant information in multiple languages to the newcomers. We 

started under the project name Refguide+. Meanwhile, Integreat is more than just 

a signpost in the first 14 days. It is a holistic service ecosystem for cities, districts and 

initiatives for the integration of people with a flight or migration background.”

“Regional information from authorities and supporter groups of several German cities 

(Augsburg, Bad Tölz, Düsseldorf, Main-Taunus-Kreis). Simply choose your city and get 

local information relevant for refugees. Get important information from authorities as 

push messages. Different languages.

Categories: Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, Apps working offline, 

Authorities, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Google Android, Health, Language 

and translation

Love Europe Refugee App

Stated about: “The Love Europe app for Refugees is available for you to download 

and help you navigate through Europe. The app will help you find what you need 

most, both on your journey and when you settle.

Everyone can use the app as a platform to show love to refugees and newcomers. 

You can add helpful locations, local events, but also make yourself available to get 

connected with a refugee. The app contains a lot of helpful videos and links about 

language, culture and more.
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Love-Europe isn’t just an app, but is’t a tool to help integrate. Getting to know people, 

becoming friends with people in their new neighbourhoods, is key to integrating.

This app helps refugees and newcomers find the information they need most. The 

app provides lots of locations in different countries: available at the moment are 

Germany, the Netherlands, Switzerland and France. Greece, Austria, Sweden, the UK, 

Malta and other countries will follow quickly.

Even when you are offline, the app still works for navigation and events. All locations 

and events are stored on your phone so you can navigate to locations using the 

compass function if you are disconnected from the Internet.

The app will also help you communicate during your travel and stay. The app is 

multilingual and always displays information in two languages, so it can be used as a 

communication tool. The phrasebook provides a lot of basic phrases you can use in 

another language.

When you’re new in a city or area, it will be great to connect with people in the 

neighbourhood. In the app, you find a local events agenda, with events for refugees 

and newcomers. Think about language café, cultural activities, sports, meet and 

greet with people from the area. It will help you to integrate into your new place.

Categories: Apps working offline, Authorities, Communications, Culture, Europe, 

France, Germany, Google Android, Greece, Italy, Language and translation, Malta, 

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Travel, United Kingdom, Orientation, Refugee App

InfoAid – Information for refugees on the Balkan Route

“InfoAid is an app with up to date information for refugees on their way through 

south-east of Europe. It covers all countries on the Balkan route, including updates 

about the situation at the borders, weather reports for the Turkish Sea, ferry strikes, 

transportation information, security advice, information for children traveling alone 

and many more topics.
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Some of the reports are from the platform newsthatmoves.org.

The app is developed and maintained by volunteer developers from Hungary and is 

donated to Migration Aid, a group of volunteers based in Hungary. Its sole purpose is 

to help and provide with necessary and valid information. It’s not connected in any 

form to the Hungarian government.

Supported languages: The reports are updated daily and available in many 

languages. A group of volunteers translates all reports into English, Arabic, Farsi, 

Greek, Pashto, Urdu.

Also implement into this app is RefugeePhrasebook, a small translation dictionary for 

various languages.

Once the reports are downloaded, the app works OFFLINE also.

Countries covered: Turkey, Greece, Macedonia, Croatia, Hungary, Bulgaria, Serbia, 

Slovenia

Categories Accommodation, Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, Apps 

working offline, Authorities, Bulgaria, Communications, Croatia, Europe, Google 

Android, Greece, Health, Hungary, Language and translation, Macedonia, Serbia, 

Slovenia, Travel

Refugee Phrasebook interactive

“Small translation app with about 1100 useful phrases for communication between 

refugees and supporters. More than 30 languages supported.”

Categories: Apps for supporters, Apps sorted by topics, Apps working offline, Commu-

nications, Google Android, Language and translation, Volunteers.

InfoCompass Berlin

“InfoCompass Berlin is a web-based info map for refugees in Berlin.
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You can find volunteer groups, local projects, language courses, legal advice etc. on 

with this service.

Categories: Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, Apps working offline, 

Authorities, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Health, Language and translation

Refugermany

“App for refugees in Berlin and Germany in general.

Important topics covered by this app are: Asylum procedure, Housing, opening a 

bank account, Transportation, Learning German, Working in Germany, Health, School 

and kindergarten, Culture, Collection of important documents”

Categories: Apple iPhone, Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, Apps 

working offline, Authorities, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Google Android, 

Health, Language and translation, Office / Productivity

CamScanner

“Scan all your important documents with your smartphone and store them as PDF in 

the cloud! Free App and free storage. Works also great in combination with Google 

Drive!

 Categories All apps, Apple iPhone, Apps for supporters, Apps sorted by topics, Apps 

working offline, Google Android, Office / Productivity

Informationen für Flüchtlinge (Information for refugees)

“Guide for Arabic speaking refugees in Germany. Basic Information about the 

country”
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Categories All apps, Apple iPhone, Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, 

Apps working offline, Authorities, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Google 

Android, 

Welcome App Dresden

“All necessary knowledge about the City of Dresden for refugees: Cities, states, 

authorities, daily life, public transport, legal advice, social service, asylum procedure, 

accommodation and much more. In English, French and Arabic.  Suited for offline 

use.

Categories: Apple iPhone, Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, Apps 

working offline, Authorities, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Google Android, 

Health, Language and translation, Travel

Welcome App Germany

“All about Germany (Cities, states, authorities, daily life, public transport, legal advice, 

social service, asylum procedure, accommodation and much more) in English, 

French and Arabic.”

Categories: All apps, Apple iPhone, Apps sorted by region, Apps sorted by topics, 

Apps working offline, Authorities, Culture, Education, Europe, Germany, Google 

Android, Health, Language and translation, Travel 

Medical Dictionary by Farlex

“Medical Dictionary with 180.000 medical terms and 12.000 images in English.

Parts of the app work also OFFLINE”

Categories: Apple iPhone, Apps for supporters, Apps sorted by topics, Apps working 

offline, Google Android, Health
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OsmAND

“OsmAND is a free OFFLINE maps and navigation! No internet connection needed! 

Just install the app and download very detailed offline maps of all countries 

worldwide.

Some of the main features listed in the description of the app (only listed the ones 

that might be relevant for refugees):

• Global maps from OpenStreetMap, available per country or region

• The maps include foot, hiking, and bike paths, great for outdoor activities

• Display your position and orientation on the map

• Save your most important places as Favorites

• Display POIs (point of interests) around you

• Can display satellite view (from Bing)

• Optionally display place names in English, local, or phonetic spelling

• Share your location so that your friends can find you

• Optional public transport stops (bus, tram, train) including line names”

2. Community-based hubs with technology focus

C4A – Code For America.

https://www.codeforamerica.org

A large network of Community organizers, Government officials and Brigades of 

Coders/Designers/Project managers to develop solutions for community issues using 

technology.

Key concepts: brigades work together to try and develop technological solutions to 

community and government services.  Brigades have team leaders/champions. 
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Mozilla foundation.

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/foundation/

A large global organization with many community based and advocacy projects.

Stated Mission: Principles that guide our mission to promote openness, innovation & 

opportunity on the Web.

Key concepts: foundation and organization with global reach, many satellite 

projects, always discussing open access and models of open leadership, co-creation. 

Mandate is published as a manifesto.
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Girls Learning Code/Women Learning Code. 

(Now changed to Canada Learning Code)  https://www.canadalearningcode.ca/

program/girls-learning-code/

A large skills sharing network and model of shared learning.  Canada-wide with local 

break out groups.

Stated Mission: At Canada Learning Code, we believe that digital skills are tools of 

empowerment. Our goal is to ensure that all Canadians – particularly women, girls, 

people with disabilities, Indigenous youth and newcomers – who have been histori-

cally underrepresented in the sector are given equal opportunity to build our future.

Key concepts: graphically friendly method of selecting a city and set of learning 

workshops. Shows scope of workshop potential – across Canada allowing participants 

to see where in-person workshops are available.  Also shows the commitment to 

engaging with various communities.
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iRevolutions.

https://irevolutions.org

About: iRevolutions has received close to 2 million hits and has been cited by the New 

York Times, Washington Post, CNN, BBC, UK Guardian, Times and Forbes Magazines, 

The Economist, Wall Street Journal, Mashable, Wired, Slate, Tech Crunch, Fast 

Company, National Geographic, Nature, New Scientist and others.

Key concepts: Hacking emerging technologies to solve emerging aid & development 

problems. Topics frequently addressed on this blog include: Big Data, Crisis Mapping, 

Crowdsourcing, Humanitarian Technology, Social Computing.
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3. Professional and Community-based hubs

Impact Hub.

http://www.impacthub.net

Has global reach, local individual city hubs directed through main site.

Stated Mission: We believe a better world evolves through the combined accomplish-

ments of creative, committed, and compassionate individuals focused on a common 

purpose.

What is an Impact Hub? An innovation lab. A business Incubator. A social enterprise 

community center. Impact Hub offers you a unique ecosystem of resources, inspi-

ration, and collaboration opportunities to grow the positive impact of your work. 

Joining our diverse community of members and collaborators will inspire, connect, 

and enable you to develop your best work every step of the way.

Key concepts:  a cross between CSI Toronto and ShapeMyCity.  The ImpactHub has 

a number of funding partners. The blog tells personal inspirational stories of members 

and their projects.  
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World Bank – Open Learning Campus

http://www.worldbank.org

About: With 189 member countries, staff from more 170 countries, and offices in over 

130 locations, the World Bank Group is a unique global partnership: five institutions 

working for sustainable solutions that reduce poverty and build shared prosperity in 

developing countries.  

Key concepts: Of particular interest in this hub are the Open Learning campus project 

https://olc.worldbank.org; the Open Knowledge Repository; Open Data policy as 

models to study regarding publishing data, information as open and sharable data 

sets.

In terms of Wayfinding, a learner approaching the site is directed through from the 

simple introductory screens asking you to select your pathway of learning. The online 

‘campus’ gives a learner a dashboard where they can review the courses they’ve 

completed or signed up for, as well as the achievements.  Visitors / students can filter 

through the types of learning modalities they choose to use. The filtering system the 

displays the upcoming courses that match the learning style. The registration page 

explains the conditions of use and the developers of this hub have used a two-step 

verification code for a layer of security when registering.

REVIEWING CURRENT COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
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Shape My City

http://shapemycity.com

Online network to help people connect on various projects (virtual to local and 

physical space)

Stated About: Shape My City is your invitation. Join Toronto’s active network for 

people who are passionate about making this city a place where everyone can 

engage, where everyone can thrive. Shape My City is your local match-maker. 

Connect with people, groups and communities across Toronto that will fuel your 

city-builder passions.

Shape My City is your “action central”. Get creative. Embrace your inner activist! 

Access tons of let’s-make-it-happen tools and resources. Help build extraordinary 

events and movements – like YIMBY (Yes in my back yard) and more!

Shape My City is your platform. Connect. Create. Share.

Let’s shape something great! Shape M y City is your story

Share it here. As Jane Jacobs said, “Cities have the capability of providing something 

for everybody, only because, and only when, they are created by everybody.”

Key concepts: promotion of shared resources, user can enter and filter through topics 

of interest. Using topic as filter indicates an active community and shows the scope of 

ideas and themes that one could get involved with.   
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Global Citizen

https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/ca/

Stated Mission: A social action platform for a global generation that wants to solve 

the world’s biggest challenges. On our platform you can learn about issues, take 

action on what matters most and join a community committed to social change. We 

believe we can end extreme poverty by 2030, because of the collective actions of 

Global Citizens across the world.

Key concepts: Topics 2018: Girls & Women Health Education Finance& Innovation 

Food & Hunger Water & Sanitation Environment Citizenship. As part of the main 

navigation, a visitor can directly head to an area of interest.  The Actions by Issue 

section lets a visitor filter and get directly into a campaign.
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Ushahidi

https://www.ushahidi.com/about

Mapping & innovation ecosystem for community based projects.

Stated About: Ushahidi, which translates to “testimony” in Swahili, was developed to 

map reports of violence in Kenya after the post-election violence in 2008. Since then, 

thousands have used our crowdsourcing tools to raise their voice. We’re a technology 

leader in Africa, headquartered in Nairobi, with a global team. We are a social 

enterprise that provides software and services to numerous sectors and civil society 

to help improve the bottom up flow of information. We believe that if marginalized 

people are able to easily communicate to those who aim to serve them then those 

organizations and governments can more effectively respond to their communities’ 

immediate needs while simultaneously bringing global attention to their problems 

through the aggregation of their voices.”

Key concepts: A Platform that allows users to visualize and use their Social DATA 

through various tools and modules to engage communities.  Some free features, 

various plans and enterprise versions offer more features.  Review tool as a potential 

mapping app if needed.

The hub also has several case studies to view, to see how their app has helped across 

various sectors.
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CKX – Community Knowledge Exchange

https://ckx.org

Organizes conferences across Canada, including a Community Sharing/Learning 

summit in 2014.

Stated About: Sparking fundamental shifts in how we build and share knowledge in 

the pursuit of social change.

Key concepts: Landing page graphic offers intriguing entry into the site.  Although 

this is a small CoP with a limited team, the projects focused on are large community 

knowledge sharing events.  Sparking new relationships, setting up round table discus-

sions, speakers.  The bio page, as referenced elsewhere in this document offer more 

information about the people/champions in a friendly approachable manner.
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CSI - Centre for Social Innovation

https://socialinnovation.org

Stated Impact: Coworking is only the beginning. From CSI Summits designed to spark 

new collaborations, to acceleration programs such as Agents of Change, to micro-

loans and free consultations with experts, our mission is to help get you to impact.

Key concepts: Physical and virtual hub model. Community oriented events listings. 
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Peer-2-Peer University

https://www.p2pu.org/en/

Stated mission: 2PU is a grassroots network of individuals who seek to create an 

equitable, empowering, and liberating alternative to mainstream higher education.

We work towards this vision by creating and sustaining learning communities in public 

spaces around the world. As librarians and community organizers, we bring neigh-

borhoods together to learn with one another. As educators, we train facilitators to 

organize their own networks and we develop/curate open educational resources. As 

developers and designers, we build open source software tools that support flour-

ishing learning communities. And as learners, we work together to improve upon and 

disseminate methods and practices for peer learning to flourish.

P2PU is a distributed organization, incorporated as a 501(c)3 in the United States. 

Our network stretches the globe, with our heaviest concentration of work currently 

happening in Canada, Kenya, South Africa, and the United States. 

We strive to model our educational values in our organizational structure; as such, we 

set goals and make decisions collectively as a community. We invite you to join our 

virtual community and view our governance guidelines, annual goals, and policies 

(as well as all source code) on Github.

Key concepts:Blending of virtual courses, and in-person study groups to allow learners 

to engage with content and learning opportunities, or to create their own courses/

learning circles. 

“Learning circles also formed strong social bonds for citizens from diverse 

backgrounds who shared common goals, and helped to highlight the library as a 

hub for community learning experiences.” (retrieved from https://www.p2pu.org/en/

about/)

Full Case Study in Appendix
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ALA (American Library Association)

http://www.ala.org

This is a member based CoP with much public facing content available for free. A model 

of CoP to study regarding their Round table sessions, advocacy, online tools and re-

sources. 

Their published Code of Ethics as model for professionals.

Stated site guidelines: ALA.org is a site for the public and for members of ALA and its 

divisions, offices, and round tables. Information about library-related topics and news 

of the association, including opportunities for engagement via awards and scholarship 

applications and committee volunteer forms are shared on the site. The site’s user guide-

lines were developed to encourage lively commentary, opinion, and reactions to posts. 

However, responses must meet the standards outlined here.

Key concepts: Interesting model of asking members to – at the very point they join – to 

tell the CoP what their particular areas of interest are.  (These areas could be developed 

through participatory design prototyping sessions, working up a set of ‘topics’ that stem 

from within the settlement sector community itself). 

 Fundraising on-site, people pay for events or workshops.  
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CTA

http://www.cta.int/en/

International organization. Published documents shares knowledge, feedback on proj-

ects and activities in the local sites, impact on local communities, etc.

Stated about: The Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation (CTA) is a 

joint international institution of the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) Group of States 

and the European Union (EU). CTA employs around 60 people from different ACP and 

EU countries, including Belgium, Benin, Bulgaria, Cabo Verde, Denmark, Dominican 

Republic, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Ghana, Italy, Jamaica, Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius, 

the Netherlands, Nigeria, Malawi, Portugal, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Trinidad and Tobago, 

Zimbabwe and the United Kingdom.

Key concepts: Knowledge management programmes and workshops, bringing ICT to 

various communities, and have developed an archive.
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Indivisible

https://www.indivisible.org

A grassroots community and network regarding political action, this new CoP sprang into 

action after the 2016 US election. There are interesting outreach strategies and efforts on 

the hub. Lots of knowledge sharing modules, resources. 

Stated About: “we’re not the leaders of this movement: you are“

Key concepts: Persistent Call to action to focus support on task at hand for that day.
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Case Studies 

The above examples comprise a larger overview and set of references that surface 

various innovative ideas for their unique community needs.  A site audit framework was 

developed and used as a lens for closer inspection and assessment of selected CoPs. 

The results are offered in the Case Study section.  

The selected hubs and communities of practice were examined through facets such 

as: user experience and interface design, evidence of shared learning and communi-

ty interaction, new types of modules and resources for social learning or social action 

around numerous issues (including refugee and newcomer assistance), new strategies of 

engaging individuals within a community, etc.).  

The site audit template developed is made available in the Appendix as a shareable 

tool for the community to use to perform their own Site Audits for other hubs or knowl-

edge sharing communities that emerge over time as interesting CoP models to study 

and review.

Cities of Migration

27 page external document (Also available as standalone PDF) 

CAMH

17 page external document (Also available as standalone PDF) )

Peer-to-Peer University

20 page external document (Also available as standalone PDF) 
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DIMENSIONS OF COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE 

In 1998 Etienne Wenger wrote that “Communities of practice are an integral part of our 

daily lives. They are so informal and so pervasive that they rarely come into explicit focus, 

but for the same reasons they are also quite familiar” (Wenger, 1988, p.7). The interview 

with Key Informant Participant C reinforced this notion, suggesting that people may be 

participating in communities of practice, tacitly doing the work of, without declaring 

their activity officially a community of practice.  The above online hubs and sites of the 

various communities investigated may or may not have published or announced their 

intentions to function as a CoP.  The notes following are common characteristics and 

dimensions of CoPs synthesized from various peer-reviewed articles, key informant inter-

view notes and survey respondent details.

Thinking Together.

There are many scholars, researchers and practitioners who engage with and within the 

numerous and varied concepts of a community of practice. Practitioners and communi-

ty members may or may not have self-identified their network as a community of prac-

tice, depending on the phase and internal needs of their network and community. Inter-

view Participant C supported this notion when describing several interconnected CoPs 

that start as committees focused around specific themes (such as anti-racism, or youth). 

These focused groups gather to work on their specific topics and although function like a 

small CoP (sharing documents, resources, etc), would not necessarily use the term or the 

of language ‘Community of Practice’ to name the activities and things they are doing 

together.  ‘CoP’ then is a conceptual lens for others, such as the umbrella organization 
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associated with and helping to foster the work of this group to see and describe the 

work of these practitioners. Participant C suggests that this naming doesn’t change the 

fact that many of these smaller groups are types of communities of practice.

The “practice” part of CoP is con-
sidered a “set of frameworks, 
ideas, tools, information, styles, 
language, stories and documents” 
built together. 

(Wenger, 2002; Pyrko, Dorfler, Eden, 2017). 

Conceptually and practically a CoP framework is meant to encourage mutual engage-

ment and to function as a meeting place where a wide range of topics are discussed, 

ideally surfacing from within the practicing community itself.  In peer-to-peer configu-

rations, “people mutually guide each other through their understandings of the same 

issues in the areas of their mutual interests” (Pyrko, Dorfler, Eden, 2017).  Polanyi suggests 

that this “essential mutual engagement” (Pyrko, Dorfler, Eden, 2017) creates a social 

structure where people undertake the process of ‘thinking together’ – conceptually 

imagined as ‘indwelling’ (Polanyi, 1962).

When thinking together, people guide each other through their understanding of a 

mutually recognized issue.  This method is a sharing of tacit knowledge.  Thinking togeth-

er, allows people to develop and sustain an active/rich (etc) social practice over time. 

(Polanyi 1962).
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Think of this as process not an entity.  

Various researchers suggest considering Phases and Processes as part of the ‘design’ of 

the CoP.  

Interview Participant A, B and C all spoke of multiple, entangled and intertwined CoPs.  

Each interviewee spoke of an original conceptualization of a CoP – responding to the 

needs of their communities and each also spoke of satellite projects that appeared to 

grow from their ‘base’ or original CoP.  The experiences reported by Participant A, B 

and C speak directly to process and the mutability of communities.  The originating CoP 

acting as a prototype, as a framework – the process of new groups with specific ideas to 

grapple, stemming from the prototypes and early initiatives.  

A key finding when considering building, organizing & fostering a new CoP is to contex-

tualize, even highlight this as a process – not as a static and calcified entity.  The CoP, 

meaning here both community and technology, needs to be responsive enough to 

support the unknown yet emergent needs of the community at the time it is discovered 

there is a need.  These needs will also shift depending on the socio-political and eco-

nomic landscape that settlement sector practitioners are embedded in at a particular 

point in time.

Participant C described an example of this: umbrella organization with resources avail-

able to them responding to a smaller cohort working on a specific theme. An ad hoc 

group formed to discuss specific topics and strategies around helping children and 

youth in this case.  The active and growing group started to see they needed infrastruc-

ture support and an ‘ah ha’ moment happened when both umbrella organization and 

ad hoc committee realized that they didn’t need to reinvent the wheel per se and that 

the umbrella group had the infrastructure that the ad hoc needed.  The ad hoc group 

formed organically around a specific topic, the umbrella group (the larger CoP) - rec-

ognizing a need and being nimble enough to pivot, opened and shared resources.  The 

process happening organically from within each CoP. The smaller ad hoc not losing it’s 
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focus or identity, and importantly not spending unnecessary and precious time & energy 

to rebuild something already existing, and the larger CoP being responsive to new ideas 

and needs. 

Researchers note that the ‘style’ or focus’ of CoPs can be Feature vs Process.  Although 

process seems to gain more support from researchers, practitioners and those steward-

ing a CoP will need to make sure that there is a full and rich set of ‘features’ (read tools 

and opportunities) to encourage knowledge-sharing.

Participant A, discusses experience of numerous semi-connected CoPs on the complex 

topics regarding ‘features’ and ‘processes’. Suggesting that the most successful CoPs 

offer members a tangible reason to be involved. Job boards and professional develop-

ment opportunities being popular and active arenas because members get something 

out of these efforts. Finding that in the examples the most successful areas of engage-

ment circled around professional development discussions – there was motivation for 

people; and seemingly allowing participants to get past any barriers of language or 

technology.  With such an amorphous group of practitioners with varying priorities, roles, 

skills the great equalizer is certification and professional development.  

Participant A, noting that it is important to talk about aspirational goals of a CoP, just 

assuming that people will share and co-create online is unlikely with this community of 

practitioners.  Not everyone creates sharable documents as part of their daily activity 

and sharing client information is not appropriate. Some practitioners create workshops 

and lesson plans but there aren’t huge reasons to share at this point. Creating these 

types of assets distinguishes them from others.

In Participant A’s estimate, the “best bet for a successful CoP is to create a suite of 

private safe spaces, probably attracting groups of 10 – 20.  The CoP then emerging as 

a network or collection of private areas where groups can gather”.  In public discussion 

areas perhaps expect 1 – 2 comments are posted daily.  The community is too amor-

phous and at a national level there is not enough connection or camaraderie to sustain 

discussions.   Although settlement sector workers are changing the way they work, so this 

may be changing too.
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This sector has both deep tacit knowledge and dispersed documents and assets. Mov-

ing from tacit knowledge to a shared knowledge base is a complex initiative and long-

term undertaking.  Libraries, archives, records management and digital preservation 

systems are disciplines already working on these large socio-technical questions.  Fos-

tering interconnected environments (plural) where participants and learners engage in: 

sharing-learning cycles; mentor-mentee or learning partnerships; a safe space to surface 

and reflect on relevant insights from past experiences and bring forward to new practi-

tioners; and encouraging professional growth for individuals within communities (thinking 

together), are dimensions also considered within these other fields.  

“Sharing knowledge is an act of knowing who will use it and for what purpose. This often 

involves mutually discovering which insights from the past are relevant in the present.  

Sharing tacit knowledge is thinking together” (McDermott, 2000).

Co-creation of information, knowledge and resources.

A desired outcome of a CoP for settlement sector practitioners is to co-create a shared 

catalogue of: concepts, information, knowledge, artefacts.

We understand that CoPs consist of “groups of people who share a concern, a set of 

problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge and expertise in 

the topic by interacting on an ongoing basis” (Moore, B. 2008). They operate as “learn-

ing systems” or “action systems” where practitioners connect to solve problems, share 

ideas, set standards, build tools, and develop relationships with peers and stakeholders 

(Mitre, Systems Engineering Guide, 2018).

Key Informant Interview Participant A discusses co-creation and knowledge sharing 

amongst the known set of practitioners.  Suggesting that a CoP and its champions need 

to outline, publish and communicate expectations of interaction for members, funders 

and stakeholders.  
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Key Informant Interview Participant A asks:

How much ‘give and take’ is ex-
pected.  Is it ok to ‘take’ more?  

These questions indicate that some practical and social hurdles need to be overcome to 

develop a robust sharing economy. Relatedly members may not have incentive to share 

their prepared assets and artifacts as it represents time and effort on their part, and that 

they would like recognition for.  Developing workshops, lesson plans and other creative 

ideas is a way to distinguish themselves in their work environment. Cho et al (2005) sup-

port this claim by arguing that “knowledge sharing and collaboration in business firms 

would be very different from those in an educational setting because of high competi-

tion, hierarchical structures and rules commonly found in these environments”.  Expec-

tations around sharing work-product and perhaps recognition of authorship and effort 

would encourage a system of sharing.  Members that end up using templates devel-

oped by others may develop a collegial method of citation.

On the flip side of wanting recognition, Participant A also noted that members some-

times feel intimidated and do not want to ask questions in a public or semi-public online 

forum – fearing that asking a question will reveal gaps in their own knowledge or high-

light language issues.

Also noting that in-person events in Participant A’s experience engendered a much 

richer question, answer and dialogue scenario.  There was more trust in person to ask 

questions.
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Participant A suggests that it may be time to reset expectations of a CoP as a place to 

co-create and to focus on organizing, standardizing and managing the current digital 

assets into a sensible and useable form.

Creating a trusted repository or ‘toolkit’ using well defined systems with public-facing 

‘rules’ around metadata and file descriptions, processes for depositing documents into 

this living repository, version control, developing a useful finding aid for users will begin to 

address issues such as the confusion many survey respondents described about spend-

ing time finding and confirming that they are using the most up-to-date forms or informa-

tion.

Co-creation of new knowledge and resources will most likely occur in multiple areas of a 

CoP.  Participant A notes that there is locally specific information, not necessarily use-

ful for another precinct, so determining a global and local sorting feature may help in 

filtering out information not needed.   These smaller more localized groups may be more 

likely to identify a precise need and collaborate on its development – sharing in this 

manner.

Participant A suggests that a practical, knowledge enhancing CoP, that helps practi-

tioners do their work without the expectation of giving back may be the most realistic 

way of developing this aspect of a CoP.  Noting that a CoP is not just one thing, it should 

be imagined as ‘distributed, connected and not necessarily housing everything for ev-

eryone in one place’.  

A Place to Dwell.

The design of the CoP must consider how to create and foster a ‘place’ for colleagues 

to dwell together. This may include facets of a much larger intertwined community – 

from a large set of volunteers, paid practitioners, to newcomers & refugees looking for 

information.
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This functions as a place for tacit knowledge to be welcomed, revealed, surfaced (all 

participants will have some tacit knowledge about something) and to become explicit 

and shareable. The challenge is how to encourage sharing within this place to stimulate 

trust in community, trust in platform, trust in self, trust in data & information, and trust in 

processes.  An interesting challenge when thinking about the technical recommenda-

tions: how to foster a dynamic and evolving space for processes, phased growth, and 

inclusion and encouragement of sharing of tacit knowledge.  Taking data, information 

and tacit knowledge to a defined and sharable ‘knowledge artifact’ is part of the chal-

lenge. 

Learning from others.  A review of how various organizations and institutions make these 

particular social structures work and perform well for professional & volunteers, across 

various sectors may be a useful task when considering a new CoP.

Network, Work team vs Community of Practice.  

“A community of practice is different from a network in the sense that focuses on a 

substantive topic; it is not just a set of relationships. A CoP is different from a work team 

in that the shared learning and interest of its members keep it together. It is defined by 

knowledge rather than by an individual task and exists because participation has value 

to its members. A CoP is different from other communities since its members are more 

likely to share a common profession or work situation. It is important to remember that 

people belong to communities of practice at the same time as they belong to other 

organizational structures. In their business units,

they shape the organization. In their teams, they take care of projects. In their networks, 

they form relationships. And in their communities of practice, they develop the knowl-

edge that lets them do these other tasks. This informal fabric of communities and shared 

practices makes the official organization effective and, indeed, possible” (World Bank, 

n.d).
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Participant A, in an interview, supported the imperative need for the CoP to offer some-

thing to the members of the group.  Simply thinking that ‘if you build it they will come’ is 

the wrong development strategy and this, Participant A notes through lived experience, 

is not going to foster the dynamic enthusiasm and engagement needed to sustain inter-

est by the participants.  “They need to get something out of it”.  For instance, Participant 

A noted that when there was focus on Professional Development (i.e. when the task was 

feeding back to members), there was a greater take-up in activity.  

Community Expectations & Outcomes.

Any CoP and its members will need to set expectations and outcomes.  These may be-

gin with tacit understandings of what the communities’ function are, and what to expect 

if you are a member. The clearer the framework and description and the expectations 

for and of its members, the more likely there will be pockets of cohesive activities.

The community expectations of activities and outcomes including technological dimen-

sions, phasing and timelines, responsibilities of individuals should come from within the 

community itself. Using Participatory Design methods and processes to determine these 

needs allows the community itself to self-define, taking ownership.

Using Participatory Design methods, some high-level prompts that might be used in de-

sign workshops could help the community to self-determine expectations and outcomes:

• How will we encourage and sustain mutual and meaningful engagement?

• What will people do together? 

• What won’t people do together?

• What would aid our collaboration efforts?  (socially, technically)

• Design & communicate the purpose, mandate, mission, process – iterate when 

there is a change
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The initial CoP members need to develop a strategy to involve and encourage commu-

nity engagement in the early design phases, to allow the CoP to form organically. Grow-

ing from within the community, addressing their unique needs, instead of an entity which 

is imposed as an ‘out of box’ system or solution communicates to people their voices 

and opinions are important and crucial.  How does this community and its champions 

incorporate the voices of its members in the design and crafting of a new CoP?

Exploring ‘Open’ Models for community engagement.

There are many models for various types of community engagement which open space 

for people to ‘have a say’. The open-access matrix shown below from Mozilla’s Open 

Leadership project (retrieved from https://medium.com/read-write-participate/map-

ping-the-open-leadership-journey-bcaa39f16995), is presented as a tool to  help focus 

‘leaders and their communities, organizations’ on their objectives.  Although Mozilla’s 

CoP has a different focus that that of Settlement sector practitioners, there is overlap in 

the high-level conceptualizations.  Mozilla’s Open Leadership model focuses on princi-

ples and practices which allow members of their CoP to reach their stated objectives by 

setting up conditions for sharing with each other. 
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“We think of Open Leadership as 
a set of principles, practices, and 
skills people can use to mobilize 
their communities to solve shared 
problems and achieve shared 
goals. For example, Mozilla’s web 
browser, Firefox, was developed 
with an open code base with com-
munity contribution and support.”

“The goal of the Open Leadership 
Map is to illustrate how those prin-
ciples, practices, and skills relate 
to one another.”

Mozilla’s shared set of interoperable principles seem a potentially useful model in the 

development of Settlement sector CoP:

• Understanding: open projects are accessible and clear.

• Extensibility: open projects are easy to adapt, reproduce, and share.

• Participation & inclusion: open projects empower contributors; they own the 

work through accountability, transparency, and shared decision-making.
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The co-creators and co-builders of any new CoP may want to consider Mozilla’s 

thoughtful analysis as a way of instigating a focused discussion, to gain agreements 

regarding principles from members of the CoP.  It is clear from the Settlement Sector 

Survey Data that there are complex needs from this disparate community. These under-

lying principles suggest inclusivity and empowerment of CoP members is fundamental to 

success. 

1. Design projects for contributors and users’ needs and capacities.

2. Build systems and solutions that maximize a project’s clarity, usability, partici-

pation, and inclusiveness.

3. Empower contributors to own the work through transparency, accountability, and 

shared decision-making.

A graphical map of this matrix prepared by Mozilla’s Open Leadership Team offers more 

details, key words, descriptive texts to help visualize the task at hand.  It is a useful tool 
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to use to test and re-test the CoPs ideal and desired outcomes during any phase of it’s 

life-span.  How to actualize the details written within the various cells of the matrix could 

be the focus of committees, volunteers, supporters, staff, board members, for the new 

CoP.  It can act as a reflection-tool to be employed at certain points or phases of a CoP 

– operating as handy check list to determine if the CoP is functioning in the manner that 

the community imagined together.

(retrieved from https://medium.com/read-write-participate/mapping-the-open-leader-
ship-journey-bcaa39f16995)

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs for Online Communities

The “ICT” version of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs developed by Amy Jo Kim acts 

as both a directive for future needs and a reality-check to determine at what point 

in the advancement towards self-actualization the community is functioning. As in 

the original Hierarchy of Needs, the fundamental beginning stages must be fulfilled 

before a community can progress to the next stage.  Some survey respondents and 

Participants A, C share a critique of certain technological layers, such as “not enough 

data”; “data too expensive”, “internet access could be flaky”; “too many people on 

a Skype call and the line starts failing”. Participant A noted that one of the main issues 

with technology was “forgetting passwords and logins” and wondering why multiple 

logins were needed in some early versions of a CoP being discussed in the interview.  

These are examples of barriers - indicating there is still some frustration at the ‘physio-

logical stage’ and can prohibit open or ease of access. 

Security and Safety: speaks to the need to know that your information, data, logins, on-

line persona and personal information will be free from hacking (in a negative way) and 

that the hub has been designed with this as a base-line before sharing will happen. 
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Social: Participant B spoke to having a sense of belonging within a group - understand-

ing the context that you – as a member of the CoP - are operating within.  There are 

‘lurkers’ and ‘contributors’ and people need to feel confident that their contributions 

are appropriate within the particular social context.  Note that lurker is not meant as a 

derogatory term, lurkers are also learners. Participant A, B and C spoke to this complex 

sense of belonging in online environments. Moving a member who is a lurker to a con-

tributor could take multiple strategies and approaches. It may even take years for a 

CoP member gain confidence and a sense of belonging. Trusting the environment and 

trusting fellow members is key.   

Social to Self-Esteem: the barriers for CoP members moving from lurker/learner are not 

specific to settlement sector practitioners, in fact is a chronic issue with online commu-

nities.  The fear of being judged for one’s contribution was mentioned in interviews by 

Participant A and B – people often questioning the validity of their contributions and 

self-censoring.  The flip side to self-censoring is being recognized for your contribution.  

Participants A & B both stating that sharing documents or work-product that is propri-

etary is a concern for many in the settlement sector.  Individuals may create new con-

tent, such as Lesson Plans, or activity kits, which take time and effort, experience and 

creativity. These artifacts are seen as a way of distinguishing oneself in the workplace, 

to a superior, supervisor. These may have significant meaning and impact for a prac-

titioner’s advancement within the sector.  Recognition, or acknowledgement of this 

labour is an important detail which will help foster an ecosystem that respects the work 

and efforts of individuals within a larger community.

Using a different model of CoPs such as Peer 2 Peer University’s Learning Circles, 

Mozilla Foundation’s Teaching Kits, and examples of open access, peer-reviewed 

scholarly journals, such as “First Monday” (http://firstmonday.org/index) set up 

environments for sharing.  There is tacit expectation to share, as stated by their 

purposes and public facing mandates.
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Example of maintaining individuality within a hive: 

The image below is an example of how an individual member of a large open access 

community of practice identifies his conceptualization of self-within-community 

relationship. His short bio is an excellent synthesis speaking to how an individual can 

contextualize themselves and their contributions within a collective ‘hive’.  
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The member ‘Chadsaning’ here is operating with within a larger CoP which states: 

‘read, write, participate’ as three fundamental pillars and reminders of how an 

individual can engage, even setting an expectation to engage.  This particular 

member’s short and to the point ‘bio’ frames his participation and identity within the 

group as both a philosophy and a position. 

Integrating the self, keeping a sense of ownership around ideas – and then declaring 

co-created content is collectively ‘owned’.   Expectations, individuality, call to action, 

context all suggested in a few well thought through phrases. 

Open Archival Information Systems – a model of knowledge sharing 
across disciplines

There are many models of Information and Knowledge management and archiving 

that may be studied for strategy and opportunity within the Settlement sector. 

The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) is one well known such system used 

across many disciplines (https://www.oclc.org/research/publications/library/2000/

lavoie-oais.html).

Two examples of this system in use by two large public-facing organizations shows the 

depths and range of the potential: NASA and National Archives and Records Admin-

istration (NARA)

Environment 1

Archive: Planetary Data System (planetary science data sets)

Management: National Aeronautics and Space Administration ( NASA)

Producers: NASA flight projects

Designated Community: planetary science community
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Environment 2

Archive: Electronic and Special Media Records Services Division (U.S. federal records in 

formats designed for computer processing)

Management: National Archives and Records Administration

Producers: U.S. government agencies

Designated Community: general public

The image of the OAIS schema shows the flow of resources to from producer passing 

through a trusted archive/repository through to satisfy requests from those requesting 

the files.  The model is clearly high level and much thinking is done in the planning 

and administration areas.
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Frameworks & Theoretical underpinnings

Developing a platform or framework where shared repertoire is the ‘practice’, a 

place where meaning is negotiated with one another is the conceptual background 

and underpinning for a vibrant and active CoP. As Wenger has written, “for a 

community of practice to exist, its membership must engage in regular interaction 

with each other”.  The challenge is to implement and create an infrastructure where 

this regular interaction is fostered, as is shown through experiences reported by Key 

Informant interviews, case studies and narratives shared through the survey tool.  The 

stage must be set for members of the community to meaningfully engage, trust in self, 

one another, the technology, and the platform. The mandate must come from within 

the community to embody interest, engagement and to telegraph that members 

are creating a shared repertoire, with the expectation of interaction and knowledge 

sharing.  

Peer 2 Peer University and Mozilla foundation are two very large organizations which 

address this as a fundamental building block for their CoPs. Both organizations are 

based on a politic of open access and co-creation of knowledge in social settings. 

This conceptual thread runs throughout their public facing hubs and manifests itself in 

their initiatives – whether face-to-face, in groups meeting in physical spaces, and in 

online presence.  (See Case studies appendix).
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From Theory to Practice

Taming A Wicked Problem

In Design Issues Volume 23, Rith & Dubberly, discuss Horst Willhelm Jakob Rittel’s early 

description of “Wicked Problems” in design practices. Rittel was interested in thinking 

about how knowledge gets transferred, as well as operations research, design 

process and systems models. 

Although originally thinking about architecture and the politics of design, there is a 

correlation to the problem of designing virtual space – as we have seen throughout 

this document. Developing a CoP for a large cohort of practitioners is too is a ‘wicked 

problem’.  Rittel posits several fundamental ideas that can act as a bird’s eye view 

and reminder of the scope and complexity of this initiative: 

• Simple problems (problems which are already defined) are easy to solve, because 

defining a problem inherently defines a solution.

• The definition of a problem is subjective; it comes from a point of view. Thus, when 

defining problems, all stake-holders, experts, and designers are equally knowledgeable 

(or unknowledgeable).

• Some problems cannot be solved, because stake-holders cannot agree on the 

definition. These problems are called wicked, but sometimes they can be tamed.

• Solving simple problems may lead to improvement—but not innovation. For innovation, 

we need to re-frame wicked problems.

• Because one person cannot possibly remember or keep track of all the variables 

(of both existing and desired states) in a wicked problem, taming wicked problems 

requires many people.
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• These people have to talk to each other; they have to deliberate; they have to argue.

• To tame a wicked problem, they have to agree on goals and actions 

• for reaching them. This requires knowledge about actions, not just facts.

• Science is concerned with factual knowledge (what-is); design is concerned with instru-

mental knowledge (how what-is relates to what-ought-to-be), how actions can meet 

goals.

• The process of argumentation is the key and perhaps the only method of taming 

wicked problems.

• This process is political.

• Design is political. 

Conceptualizing a social ‘infrastructure’

In their article “Development of computer-supported collaborative social networks 

in a distributed learning community” (Cho, Lee, Stefanone & Gay, 2005), the authors 

study the formation and the challenges of a collaborative learning social network 

in a distributed learning community (in this case an educational institution with 

distributed campuses).  Their study offers several transferable insights useful for this 

study.   They confer with Lave and Wenger, 1991; Haythornwaite, 1998, that many 

researchers argue that learning is or involves a social process – and that the purpose 

of a learning network or knowledge community is to “create and sustain knowledge, 

culture and social infrastructures (ie. Social networks), to foster seamless conversa-

tions and networks of connections and relations among members” (Cho, et al, pg 

436).  Seamless conversations, though an ideal to work toward as a community, 

may not manifest in such a large and disparate network as found in the settlement 

sector. Creating knowledge, sustaining knowledge, creating social and cultural 

infrastructure, and then sustaining the infrastructure, are the large tasks at hand in the 

growth of a new CoP.  
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English respondents:
Attending In person 80.97%
Boot-camps (short term 
learning & doing opportu-
nities)  

34.94%

Peer Group or collaborative 
learning scenario  

33.81%

Distributed group - Video 
conferencing  

22.73%

Blended (in-person & 
online)  

41.76%

Self-Directed using shared 
resources online (review 
when I have time).  

29.55%

Online Courses  40.63%
Online Facilitated Training 22.73%

Webinars  54.26%
Online Facilitated Training  22.73%

French respondents:
Formation donnée en 
personne 

74.47%

Formation intensive 
(formation de courte durée 
& stages pratiques) 

46.81%

Formation de groupe avec 
collègues ou scénario 
d’apprentissage collaboratif 

53.19%

Groupe répandu 
- Vidéoconférence

25.53%

Groupe répandu 
- Téléconférence 

12.77%

Approche mixte (rencontre 
en personne & en ligne)  

51.06%

Formation autonome 
au moyen de ressources 
échangées en ligne (à mon 
propre rythme).  

29.79%

Cours en ligne  34.04%

Webinaires  40.43%

Formation en ligne 
facilitée  

19.15%
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As these authors suggest, it is important to understand how individuals attain and 

build knowledge (Cho, et al. p 436).

Understanding individuals learning ‘habits’ within this specific large distributed 

community, through analysis of the responses offered in the Settlement sector 

practitioner survey, it appears a multi-faceted approach to learning and sharing 

knowledge is needed to address the desires of this highly distributed community.

When asked in the survey about style of learning opportunities 80.97% (English) 

responded, “attending in person” as the “preferred method” of professional 

development or training. And 74.47% (French) responded “formation donnée en 

personne”.  In both English and French surveys, respondents reported that the least 

favourable way of learning involved some type of “distributed conferencing” – using 

video, telephone or an online or webinar type of learning situation.
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National Advisory Board. Survey for Community of Practice. Conseil consultatif national. Sondage pour la 

communauté de pratique. Nov 2017 – Jan 2018.
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Social Capital

Cho et al (2005) suggest that ‘social networks in a community serve as a conduit 

for information and resource exchanges within and across the larger social system’ 

(in Wellman 1996).  Their study reviews whether pre-existing social networks are an 

antecedent for successful collaboration and socialization in knowledge commu-

nities” (Cho, et al, 20015. P 436).  This is also a question raised when considering the 

large group of disparately located settlement sector workers.  Social capital is gained 

when people trust and work with one another over time.  Fostering a conceptual 

infrastructure where social capital can be acknowledged and celebrated within the 

settlement sector practitioners may play a large part in moving from the F2F learning 

opportunities to work with the blended structures (online, digital and personal).  Peer 2 

Peer University and Cities of Migration (see Case Studies Appendix), are two examples 

where individuals have opportunities to connect and share through an online hub, as 

well as being supported by local initiatives (such as workshops in libraries) or webinars 

with and within a global community.

‘Low Tech High Touch’

Interview participant D ruminated on the importance of a low-tech high-touch 

strategy as a model for developing successful CoPs. The communities that their 

project works - with and for - are international in scope.  Much of their outreach has 

been international and they will continue that work “there are challenges in bringing 

the project back to the ‘home base’ and to a ‘tight local community’.  Determining 

and settling the CoP priorities, perhaps through conceptualizing a mandate, deter-

mining the scope of the platform, was advice upon their reflection.  If face-to-face, 

in-person learning sessions foster the social capital and trust across the membership a 

new CoP may want to ‘bake-in’ these opportunities.

Supporting the findings that settlement sector practitioners prefer to engage in 

learning sessions within social settings.  Cho et al state that “social systems do not 
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originate in a vacuum” (Cohen and Prusak 2001, in Cho et al, 2005. P. 436). Looking 

to encourage social networks to emerge – i.e. be called into existence to accom-

plish some particular tasks, to draw upon known relationships and shared experience.  

Finding an effective balance between pre-existing and newly forming social networks 

is an important objective for the CoP to manage.  Trusting the (existing or newly 

formed) social network is an important condition for co-creating, sharing of resources, 

for ideas, approaches, information and knowledge to be shared across “different 

cultures, locations and social boundaries” (Cho et al 2005. P 437).

Specificity & Storytelling

Questions arise about how to support the development of a strong emergent social 

network, using a digital environment.  Using storytelling models to engage people is 

a strategy that allows people to use their own words, to incorporate their own experi-

ences in scenarios, and to see their experiences reflected through narrative.  An 

example of complex community engagement in urban planning – a discipline that 

is as equally as complex as settlement sector work – uses the model of storytelling to 

indicate to participants (citizens) that there are many ways to discuss complex issues. 

“Why Storytelling? Stories, or narratives, play a critically important role in communi-

cating our perspective within our community and to the broader public. An effec-

tively told story can influence decision-makers and spark wider discussions in our 

cities and neighbourhoods. We are all experts on the subject of where we live, and 

our stories about places we know and love (or know and want to change) can be 

an evocative, eloquent, and compelling force for change in urban planning – and 

elsewhere” (retrieved from http://citizensinplanning.com/). The researchers who 

developed this project created it as an open-access, downloadable and shareable 

kit. People in other communities are invited to use this as a starting point, adding in 

their own local references to build a workshop kit specific to local community needs. 

This ‘teaching kit’ concept was developed by Mozilla foundation who supported, 

hosted and promoted the kits for years. The model of the open-access sharable 
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kit may be considered as an effective tool to engage certain members within a 

larger CoP.  A repository of shareable kits developed by subject-matter-experts 

could become an aspect of a CoP.  The kit shown in the example above used the 

open-source teaching-kit platform created by Mozilla.  The platform is subject-matter 

agnostic – the concept being that the framework is easy to use, quick to develop 

and publish. Providing an opportunity for mentors and mentees to quickly get to work 

considering their own content, learning outcomes and processes and not becoming 

mired in website or app programming.

Storytelling use in Cities of Migration hub 

Being too generic or trying to create a hub that is too large to conceptualize are 

potential threats to a successful CoP.  A CoP may have to pivot, change or alter a 

tact, from time to time to make the hub more meaningful to it’s community members, 

for instance adding modules to respond to new ideas, working in phases, perhaps 

even retiring sections that are underused.

Many of the Interview participants spoke of the long-term and phases in their 

experience with CoPs. Noting that what the community needs, wants and is talking 

about in one phase of a CoP existence will certainly change over time. An example 

of this is seen in an examination of the Cities of Migration hub.  The portal had been 

operating since 2005 and it was in 2017 that they created a new module to respond 

to new conversations and thinking that was occurring around Refugees.  A new 

extensive area of the site was designed and built to respond to these specific needs 

surfaced by their network of practitioners.  

A decision was made to highlight and create a “Refugee Portal” which easily 

integrates into the existing site structure.  The Refugee portal, and another specific 

module, ‘Test My City /diagnostic tool’ (referred to as MYCOMM) are distinct yet 

interconnected new areas of the site. The MYCOMM diagnostic tool was customized 

based on existing WordPress code modules, is not quite out-of-the-box, but a specific 

interactive tool built based on identified community needs. 
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(Screen samples from Cities of Migration Refugee Portal. Module built in 2017 an 

integrated into the larger hub. http://citiesofmigration.ca/refugee-portal/)

This is an example of how a CoP can successfully open space for specific and 

directed conversations, dialogues dealing with a specific and identified topic.  

Signalling to members, ‘this is the place’ to begin dialogue around issues affecting 

Refugees.  
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Smartly integrated into the rest of the site, a member wanting to learn about Refugee 

issues will begin at this page – within a few clicks a visitor to this section of the site 

will find themselves reviewing content that is part of the larger site.  This is a smart UX 

design choice which seamlessly includes conversations around Refugee topics within 

other conversations about Inclusion in general. Within a ‘few clicks’, starting at the 

Refugee portal one can find topic specific webinars, good ideas around helping 

refugees, or find conversations in integration which are published interviews around a 

variety of related yet distinct topics.  

Cities of Migration, MyCOMM tool starts with a specific story about a fictional family 

arriving in your city. The tool takes you through their experiences attempting to settle 

in a new city.  Through a set of specific questions you are asked to consider how 

inclusive your city is. (https://my.citiesofmigration.org/) 

Further exploration around the concept of specificity, Cities of Migration successfully 

uses storytelling and narrative as a strategy to anchor or ground information when 

performing the “Test My City” tool. Fictional believable stories are used as a lens to aid 

the site user to understand their city through the experiences of a newcomer.

Cities of Migration. Using the fictional characters engages a user by asking them to 

think about the lives of people and their daily challenges in your city.  The questions 

collated below show the range and details and how users are asked to reflect upon 

other’s lives using a storytelling method.
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Questions Posed & City Specific results:
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Develop a Trusted Repository 

“A digital repository is an organi-
zation that has responsibility for 
the long-term maintenance of dig-
ital resources, as well as for mak-
ing them available to communities 
agreed on by the depositor and 
the repository” (RLG, 2001).

“Using typical knowledge man-
agement methods to leverage 
tacit knowledge often results in 
information junkyards and empty 
libraries” (McDermott, 2000).

These quotes show the range - exciting opportunities to potential threat - around 

creation of a trusted repository. As noted elsewhere in this report, there are a 

multitude of conceptual and working models for developing and organizing a digital 

repository.  Reviewing, borrowing from, using existing models and templates should be 

a step taken for the champions of a new CoP. 

Although detailing all models is beyond the scope of this environmental scan, a 

few interesting models are noted here.  The Open Annotation Collaboration Model 

(OAC) is discussed in detail by three scholars from departments in Cornell Infor-

mation Science, Austrian Institute of Technology and Los Alamos National Laboratory.  

Though the project completed in 2013, the full repository is online and available for 

study.
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“The Open Annotation Collabo-
ration (OAC) is an international 
group with the aim of providing 
a Web-centric, interoperable an-
notation environment that facili-
tates cross boundary annotations, 
allowing multiple servers, clients 
and overlay services to create, 
discover and make use of the 
valuable information contained in 
annotations. To this end, a Linked 
Data based data model has been 
adopted”

 (Haslhofer et al 2011).  

See also the deep discussions about the semantic web, vocabularies and ontologies 

for designing knowledge organization systems.

Any repository needs a human friendly interface – a finding aid – so that people can 

search, locate, and equally share the library of artifacts (video, power point files, 

audio streams, documents, pdf, image files, forms, notes, etc). Creating a shared 

lexicon and taxonomy - a system of naming, classifying, identifying these artifacts and 

designing a system to add meaningful metadata to a digital artefact is a first step 

toward making and managing a collectively created digital library or repository.

 As Daele (2010) notes: “For a CoP, the definition of an ontology  is arrived at through 

a wide process of negotiation of meaning.  Members must elucidate the key-concept 

defining the stored documents so that they can be researched efficiently. The 

definition of concepts requires a large consensus among the community, with the 

active participation of its members”.  
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Agreeing upon a Lexicon & Taxonomy

Ontologies and lexicons enjoy a complex relationship. Although words denote concepts 

and concepts make up ontologies, a lexicon is at best an ersatz ontology: there is no 

clear mapping between the words and word relationships that it contains and the con-

cepts and concept relationships in an ontology. The reasons for this include the follow-

ing: Word senses overlap in complex ways; many concepts are not lexicalized in some 

or all languages; and languages make semantic distinctions that are not ontological. 

Nonetheless, a lexicon can sometimes be the basis for the development of a practical 

ontology.

Lexicon. A lexicon is a list of words in a language-a vocabulary-along with some knowl-

edge of how each word is used. A lexicon may be general or domain-specific; we might 

have, for example, a lexicon of several thousand common words of English or German, 

or a lexicon of the technical terms of dentistry in some language.  

References: Hirst G. (2004) Ontology and the Lexicon. And, Staab S., Studer R. (eds) 

Handbook on Ontologies. International Handbooks on Information Systems. Springer, 

Berlin, Heidelberg.

Taxonomy. A taxonomy is a good way to make accumulated information accessible 

and usable. When information is organized and indexed in a taxonomy, users can find 

what they need by starting with a general topic at a high level, and then drilling down 

through subcategories to find more specialized information.  See Reference Documents - 
Taxonomy 101.pdf
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For Discoverability of Shared assets.

As Daele (2010) suggests agreeing upon items such as metadata, a classification 

system, a lexicon will help shared documents and assets in their ‘discoverability’. 

Settlement sector practitioners in the survey described confusion around locating files, 

that files were not in one location, that information changes and they don’t know if 

they are using the most up to date resource.  

An agreed upon system of storing and ‘describing with metadata’ a set of assets for a 

community of practice, gives practitioners the tools to aid finding and understanding 

a document’s versioning, history and potential use (as an example). There are a few 

examples of lexicons that have been developed for other disciplines and domains. 

These may be used as example frameworks for a discussion on building a similar 

lexicon for the settlement sector

A sample Participatory Design method of testing and developing a shared lexicon to 

be used within a platform is described by Daele (2010) in a review of terms to used by 

tutors using a new platform and taxonomy.  The tutors were given 8 months to use the 

new system and report on their search terms used to do the work on this new software 

platform. These are the general steps followed by the development team to create 

their taxonomies from within this example CoP.  (For the full set of research questions 

and results of two software platforms and creation of useful lexicon see Amaury 

Daele’s Reifying, Participating and Learning: Analysis of Uses of Reifications Tools by a 

Community of Practice, 2010).
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Example of general steps using participatory design, to test a small set of functionalities 

and to begin development of an agreed upon lexicon for use:

1. Demo version of software platform made available to test group of members

2. Group of people (members, volunteers, Subject matter experts) reviewed 

a sample set of existing documents and developed a working version of an 

ontology. Looking at Content and Form of documents

3. Different set of members, volunteers, Subject Matter experts comment on, review 

and validate the proposed set of terms to be used

4. Upload test set of documents to repository

5. Gather data from use through a set of methods: 

• Tutors evaluate usefulness of terms and platform through survey

• Enlist members to do ‘audit’ of tool and use, record how the work is done 

(can be video)

• Key informant interviews with members of prototyping group

Using Participatory Design methods such as the above: watching and recording a 

test group use a prototype tool to capture their search activities reveals how systems 

are employed by actual subject matter experts and the process of discovering 

assets.  One result (the settlement sector Lexicon) is not meant as a static entity, but 

as a living tool which would see terms retired when no longer used, adding new ones 

when necessary.  A salient point in developing a lexicon is to build this from within the 

community of practice itself.
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Various examples of working Lexicons 

1. Lexicon of 80 social work skills and interventions. (Pamela Trevithick 2016)

2. Online Government resources. 

a. Justice Sector Lexicon / Lexique du Secteur de la Justice (Retreived 

from https://www.sdc.gov.on.ca/sites/mgcs-onterm/Documents/Glossaries/

Justice%20Sector%20EN-FR.htm)

b. Ontario Lexicons (various).  The Lexicon contains approximately 12,000 

English entries, in alphabetical order, along with their French equivalents, and 

vice versa. This useful linguistic tool includes terms, expressions, acts, titles and 

vocabulary specific to the Ontario Justice Sector. It incorporates previously 

published lexicons of the Ministry of Community Safety and Correctional 

Services, as well as the revised lexicons of Criminal Law and Evidence, the 

Litigator’s Lexicon and the Lexicon of Legal Terminology. https://www.sdc.

gov.on.ca/sites/mgcs-onterm/en/Pages/lexicons.aspx

3. An experimental Lexicon. “Towards a Lexicon of Usership”. (Steven Wright). As an 

example of categorizing terms into “Emergent Themes; Retiring Themes”.  (Shown 

here for structure and strategy, not content).
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Moving from Tacit to Explicit understanding & 
knowledge

“Part of the reason these attempts 
to codify knowledge fail is that 
most of us cannot articulate what 
we know.  Our knowledge is large-
ly invisible and often comes to 
mind only when we need it to an-
swer a question or solve a prob-
lem.  When professionals solve 
problems, they don’t just cut and 
paste “best practice” from the 
past to the current situation.  They 
think about the current situa-
tion, reflect on their experience, 
generate insights, and use those 
insights in the present to solve 
problems. They draw from their 
experience to think about a prob-
lem.” (McDermott 2000).

Thinking of the shared artifacts within a trusted settlement sector repository as 

boundary objects this potential shared resource may have a positive social effect 

on the larger CoP.  Adam Worrall (2013) investigates the interesting social effects of 
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shared libraries, researching how this shared use supports and facilitates a coherence 

across and within communities that use them. His inquiry looks at the potential 

emergence of new communities as these users interact, translate meaning and 

understandings while using shared artifacts. He has identified 3 roles of community 

coherence and convergence that may be supported by social digital libraries:

• Establishing community and organizational structure

• Facilitating users sharing of information values

• Building and maintaining social ties, networks and community culture(s)

Lurking & Learning to Joining in & Having a Say

Interview Participants A and B both address the issue of members actively discussing 

issues, co-creating and generally engaging in a CoP.  Participant B reported being 

part of two CoPs where people really know each other well and feeling uncom-

fortable about posting to discussion groups.  “It’s intimidating to be part of a CoP 

where there are large leaders, so for now Participant B is lurking and learning.” Partic-

ipant A also suggested that there are social barriers to joining in on a discussion, 

people feeling as if they might be judged by their employers and not feeling 

comfortable with language.

These hurdles are being tackled by open source communities such as Mozilla, Peer 2 

Peer University, where the ethos of sharing is baked-in to the culture of the community 

itself.   Refer to Mozilla’s Open Leadership model which was discussed in the ‘Expecta-

tions & Outcomes’ section of this document.

An example raised by Interview Participant B outlined an interesting model to foster 

deep discussion and engagement – around specific topics.  The platform example is 

built for researchers wanting to share their researches, hypotheses and findings and 

to discuss amongst a group of peers. A trusted platform was designed which allowed 
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each researcher to outline and contribute an extensive biography and research 

interests.  Other researchers then connect through projects and discussions, seeing 

that they are working within a group that may embrace their professional interests 

– they have a vested interest in the discussion that presumably relates directly or 

tangentially to their investigations.  Seeing what other people do, how they present 

and describe themselves through their biographies gives others in the group insight 

into other members – whether you have met in person or not.  Potential creating 

stronger ties within this CoP.

An example found on LinkedIn, public groups with focused themes revealed a similar 

model to the private version described by Participant B.

Design thinking for CoP

A Model for Solving a problem online together – inquiries around 
specific topics.

This Linked-in Design Thinking Network is example of an online forum set up for the 

broad topic of “design thinking”.  Of note and interest, the sample discussion has 

specificity within the high-level umbrella topic.  In this sample a question was raised 

about defining a problem through its constraints – a question posed by a known 

member of the group.  (Retrieved from https://www.linkedin.com/groups/37821. 

March 6, 2018)

In this model of semi-moderated discussion people respond to the question posed 

because they have considered the details, have an opinion, professional advice, 

idea, method, they wish to share with their peers. 

People are identified by name and image if they so choose, a short bio is available if 

another member of the group is interested in their background.  These conversations 
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are usually professional, sometimes offering critical analysis, but never aggressive or 

using inappropriate language.  The researcher has posted to this forum in the past, 

noting that it is instantaneous, not edited by a moderator.  As a member of this group 

over the past 5 years, it has offered valuable links, resources, offers insight into the 

practice of design thinking, including language, terms, the future of the discipline, 

taxonomies.  

Let’s look at this conversation as a model, highlighting salient elements. Secondly, the 

question posed is also of relevance while considering a newly forming CoP.  Consid-

ering design thinking methods, as these practitioners do, they question and discuss 

the value of setting ‘constraints’ as a first step in the design process.  Champions of 

a CoP could employ participatory design methods, using the challenge of setting 

constraints as an interesting strategy to set focus and debate themes and topics – 

whether it be designing an effective user interface, or developing a useful taxonomy, 

or a working on a media strategy and campaign to do effective outreach.  

As an openly accessible conversation with a group of 105,584 members, this design 

thinking group is an interesting model that may be useful to study for the settlement 

sector. The content and question of ‘setting design constraints’ will be discussed later.  

Here we will consider the dimensions that make this a potential ‘module’ to study and 

consider borrowing from. 

Key informant interviewee Participant B discussed some interesting contradictory 

facets of online forums. Discussion groups can be daunting and being anonymous 

may embolden people to ask questions or raise points.  

Though, this model of anonymity doesn’t seem to be effective at keeping sustained 

and meaningful discussions and, in the worst-case scenario can even can bolster 

individuals to say things they wouldn’t in a face to face setting.  We are seeing 

changes in public-facing sites where commentary is welcomed, people are identi-

fiable when they post, as shown in the Design Thinking discussion below.  

People join discussion groups and end up ‘lurking’, listening in to conversations and 
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following debates.  The CoP will need to determine whether being more transparent 

with identities or offering anonymity works better for the members. Perhaps it is a 

mixture of both and in different areas of a hub, identities are known. 

 It is an odd proposition to attempt to grow a CoP when it’s members are anonymous 

– seemingly antithetical to the main purpose. 

Creating ‘thick’ community ties is an important part of the growth of a new CoP.  How 

are new members to be welcomed, so that they feel connected and can concep-

tualize their place and sense of self within the CoP?  The discussion in the Dwelling 

Together section and elsewhere in this document suggests that people need to 

conceptualize this new hub as their space, their place. As Doreen Massey (1995) has 

argued “place is a social construct…we actively make places and our ideas of place 

are products of the society in which we live” (see also Easthope, 2001 for a discussion 

on sense of place, identity, place-attachment).

For this to work, the CoP needs to set up trustworthy spaces – where members can 

trust in technology (show bio & responses) and can simultaneously trust in community 

members to professionally discuss issues.  Looking at the Design Thinking narrative as 

an example, they ‘speak’ to each other’s responses in respectful manners and share 

their own knowledge within the group.

The concept of constraint, as design method may be useful to emulate for a forming 

CoP.  Using the design methods described above in workshops design require-

ments can be determined. Since the CoP & hub realistically can’t be everything 

to everyone, the members can decide which are the most important details. For 

example what current forms are needed in a database, what are the new ways 

to credentialize, tips on how to provide services to clients in more efficient manner, 

taxonomy of terms to use in metadata and to categorize documents, and so on.
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The conversation is included here because this group discusses participatory design 
strategies which could also be developed for workshops for the Settlement Sector – to 
collaboratively work on various aspects of a CoP, such as deciding upon Functionalities 
needed in a software platform or Identity creation of CoP. 
 

Design Thinking (linked in group with 105,584 members) 

A question posed to the CoP by a member: 

“First identify the constraints or not?” 
Design Thinking practitioners, what are your thoughts? I've been hearing a conflicting theme 

over the past few weeks that the first step to any ideation session is to first identify the 

constraints around the problem. What are your arguments for or against? 

Author’s Name removed, Sr. Manager Design 

Resulting Conversation and Thinking together. 

2d (determines timeline of discussion) 
 

Name Removed: My experience, DT when successful, is not about measuring what you are not capable 

of doing as an organization. Instead, after you fill the room with exploratory needs, wants, ideas and 

contexts, many times constraints that do surface will flip and become assets, and you need to allow for this 

freedom to happen. It is part of applying the DT mind set where constructs get stretched and reality is challenged 

and bent during the framing phase. As an empirical learning exercise, I recommend is taking half your team and 

identify constraints as you have suggested. The other half should explore needs, wants, ideas and contexts to 

begin with. Doing this little Ying/Yang experiment will prove its worth with evidence that illustrated the power of 

DT when applied with an open mind. The optimism and positive energy created is what is necessary to fuel DT to 

the next level and balance the devils advocate approach on the other side. 

“Like” (gives the ability to indicate to the CoP that this member is interested in the response and the topic) 

 

I also would not focus on constraints or even a "problem" right away. First is to define wants and 

needs which are not currently being met, and adjacent areas of interest. Much easier to go around 

what are deemed constraints if you open up the field of reference. 

  

 Name removed. I am thinking this is a poor approach in most situations. I generally begin by trying to 

understand why current designs/solutions are the way they are. Are there previous constraints that 

have gone away? How much of the current solution is the result of frozen accidents (designs adopted 

for largely random reasons that have survived as there was no reason to change)? When I begin with constraints I 
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Working toward a successful community of practice.

A group of professionals working as a community of practice, “through their activities 

formalize their tacit knowledge, discuss and debate various issues and develop profes-

sionally (Daele, 2010).  This place to formalize their knowledge, a trusted space to meet 

colleagues needs to be ‘reified’.  As Daele suggests “the concept of reification very gen-

erally refers to the process of giving form to our experience by producing objects that 

congeal this experience into ‘thingness’.  Daele goes on to suggest that, any “commu-

nity of practice produces abstractions, tools, symbols, stories, terms and concepts that 

reify something of that practice in a congealed form” (Daele, 2010).  The task at hand 

for this growing CoP for settlement sector practitioners is to determine what ‘congealed 

forms’ make sense and meaning for this community.

Other Facets & Considerations.

Recapping the discussions within this report, communities of practice:

• Offers learning opportunities for its members

• Supports information Requests and Sharing (transmission through hub/respository)

• Knowledge development through various methods (eg. mentor/mentee relation-

ships, advice from SME’s, faqs, workshops, topic specific discussions, encour-

agement to participate

• Knowledge development may be improvisational, active – especially around 

non-routine problematic circumstances

• May have varying levels of give and take: champions as well as peripheral 

member activity
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Governance Models.

Determining an appropriate governance model for this particular CoP will be done 

through a set of workshops with the National Advisory Committee in 2018. Some high-lev-

el points of consideration:

• What is the Process for Decision making, who is involved?

• How to phase in concepts, topics

• Rules of membership, conduct, terms

• Roles –are there Coordinators, paid staff, Boards (with terms), champions, groups 

• Marketing and social media outreach campaigns.  What is the story to be told?

• How to access this CoP.  Is there an internal hierarchy? 

• Principles and Code of Ethics.  A Model/Framework of Professional Ethics used 

by the American Library Association  http://www.ala.org/tools/ethics.   See 

also Canadian Council for Refugees/Conseil Canadien pour les Refugies which 

produced and published a site addressing Professional Ethics, expectations for 

knowledge and a set of professional values for Settlement Sector practitioners in 

2000. (http://ccrweb.ca/sites/ccrweb.ca)

Mandate.

Polanyi and Pyrko suggest that a mandate should conceptually encompass “working 

towards the social formation of people within the community, not solely a place to ac-

quire knowledge” (Polanyi, in Pyrko et. al).  Many interview subjects spoke to this aspect 

of a CoP, that, for instance, simply building a resource library shouldn’t be the sole focus 

of a CoP but having a meaningful way to engage with colleagues on a trusted platform, 

including a place for sharing resources is the directive. Drafting a mandate which speaks 
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to everyone within the settlement practitioner sector will be a challenge. Inclusion of 

the procedures for community decision making processes would be an aspect of the 

mandate – indicating open and transparent decision-making processes as an important 

dimension.

Participant D suggested that it is important at the start of building a new CoP to identi-

fy the ‘who and the why’, to define some of the CoP characters as this will help shape 

and focus the project. Not as a calcified system but as a set of parameters to build and 

conceptualize within.  

Changing Mandate: As all interview participants stated, project scope, focus, technolo-

gies, champions and members change over time.  Many of the projects discussed (their 

own CoP experience) have long event horizons – years to decades.   Being responsive to 

the needs of the community members is good practice – this could mean creating new 

modules for new circumstances (for example adding a Refugee Portal to a hub be-

cause of the need – 9 years after the start of the original hub). Participant D noted that 

they constantly check with their members on how as a large CoP project they are ad-

dressing their public facing mandate.  They have designed and implemented easy low 

friction ways to perform a mandate review to check in with members to see if they are 

still operating within the most up to date mandate schema. This is done through quick 

polls and analysis of other data that is gathered through website visits.

Membership.

Who joins?

BL Davies argues against a completely open access platform, stating: “individuals do 

not have open access to the communities based solely on their desire to be part of that 

community and to take part in its practices.”  (Davies, B.L., 2005). 

This decision is clearly important for the NAC, OCASI to determine.  A fulsome discussion 

about membership must happen amongst the practitioners.  Membership discussions 

and decisions will be reflected in the mandate.
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Davies’ argument, although going against the grain of the open-access model, poses 

an important question – especially because of the likelihood of complex content being 

discussed or published.  Who can be a member of this CoP?  

Responsibilities of membership within CoP.

Knowledge sharing:   Mutual engagement, Mutual Endeavour

The core of the community of practice concept resides in the importance of doing, and, 

more particularly, doing things in a way which reinforces membership in that community 

of practice. It is about local meanings, and an individual’s management of their identity. 

(Eckert, P. & McConnell-Ginet, s. 1992, p. 3). 

As Wenger states, a CoP can expect 3 facets of membership: Potential, Active and La-

tent. (Wenger, 1998, p 228).  Key Informant Interview Participant A supports this argument 

that there will be champions of the project, who end up engaging more deeply than 

most. 

Daele (2010) as well as proponents of Participatory design methods argue that including 

members in a discussion and decision-making process about many aspects of a new 

project – such as a CoP.  Accepting members opinions on platforms and set of tools, 

functionalities, ontology, metadata can make membership within the CoP more mean-

ingful – for instance “by discussing their needs and reflecting on the service features, 

they would be keener to work with the technologies on a daily basis” (Daele, 2010).  The 

2017-8 survey started this discussion in an anonymous way, asking practitioner to de-

scribe useful tools, types of information, data and knowledge they are seeking, how they 

prefer to learn, and to describe areas of friction – identifying gaps in work flow, docu-

ment research, sharing potential.  Perhaps a next stage of developing a CoP and includ-

ing participants voices asks them to identify themselves as individuals within this large 

network – as the beginnings of an ‘ownership’ process.
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Some dimensions of membership that need to be 
determined:

• What is the process for members to join?  (Credentials & Logins)

• Open Access v. Member-only 

• What are the benefits of membership?

• Are there Committees? How do they form?

• Is there paid staff accessible to member? 

• Are Volunteers needed to maintain an active hub? What are the responsibilities?

• How does a member’s role change or shift over time? 

• Privacy issues for member discussions

• What are the Rules of conduct? (See sample Code of Conduct developed for the 

American Library Association @ http://www.ala.org/tools/ethics) 

Design & User Interfaces.

• Good design for usability

• Clean, easy, understandable

• Good wayfinding to content 

• Interface should present a ‘nice place to be’ – presenting a trustworthy public face but 

not feeling bureaucratic.

• See discussions on user experience in the case studies (Appendix)
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Technology and CoPs.

• Access and accessibility 

• Content delivery should be easy, searchable and discoverable

• Tools, modules nicely integrated (low tech – high touch) 

• Management of site – backend and content, help and issues

Digital Tools & apps.

CoPs and the membership will need a set of tools, apps, for communication, collabo-

ration, and tools which support their activities easily available on their chosen platforms 

(Daele, 2001). From a study reviewing digital tool selection processes hypothesizes “that 

if CoP members participated in the development of the services from the beginning (by 

discussing their needs and reflecting on the services’ features), they would be keener to 

work with them on a daily basis” (Daele, 2001).  This is not dissimilar to larger discussions 

around ‘meaningful work’ and inclusion of workers in decision making processes (see 

discussions regarding the history of Participatory Design in Routledge International Hand-

book of Participatory Design). Allowing the practitioners to ‘have a say’ and determine 

which tools work best for them, for their individual and collective needs may lay the 

groundwork for successful ‘takeup’ of apps, tools, and perhaps extend to processes and 

methods of use and sharing. 

The Key Informant interview participants spoke differently about selecting their platforms, 

the development processes and the end-user experiences.

Finding the ‘killer app’ as Participant A spoke of, may be an elusive and untenable task 

to ask of this CoP.  More likely as shown in the example of AppsForRefugees portal, a 

suite of apps and useful tools will emerge.  The ones that are used will gain traction and 

unused apps, tools or hub facets will fade.   As has been argued, technology changes 

often, and determining what the one ‘killer app’ is an endeavor that may not be part 

of the vision for this CoP.  More likely new developed apps and tools will be brought to 
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the attention of the webmasters and champions of the hub.  Perhaps using Participatory 

Design practices to prototype and beta testing new technologies – including settlement 

sector workers in the process and coming to a collective decision together.  

Regarding the underlying platform, examples discussed ranged from Moodle, Drupal, 

custom ASP, and Word Press.  As Participant A suggested, in a way it doesn’t matter, 

they all do similar things.  What is more interesting to review is how expandable the plat-

forms are – can new tools easily be integrated both from the technical programming but 

as important, from the user-experience side.  The more logins members need to remem-

ber the more potential for confusion.  Integration potential is key. 

Participant B noted testing a new type of tool to create social networks called Ning 

(https://www.ning.com/).   Ning is developed on a SaaS model – Software as a Service 

which may be useful for focused projects.  Integration into another Settlement Sector 

Hub would need to be researched.  

One of the features of NING is the potential for robust biographies of members. 

Ning is the platform used by KM4Dev CoP (screen shots shown here).  The large com-

munity membership is of interest – a study of how KM4Dev (http://www.km4dev.org/) 

communicates with members may of use for a Settlement sector CoP.

Screens of KM4Dev site with Blog discussion and member pages - for scope.
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Proprietary Apps and Software.

Interview Participants C and D mention using Adobe Connect as a trusted tool for 

webinars.

They have somewhat differing opinions regarding dependence upon propri-

etary software.  Knowing the limits of the tools and licensing, studying the pros 

and cons is necessary if there is to be integration of any 3rd party apps.
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Phases & Lifecycle of a Community of Practice

All of the Key Informant interview participants spoke of various phases of the CoPs that 

they have been involved with.  Setting expectations for inevitable changes over time will 

need to be part of a discussion.  How are changes managed, funded, agreed upon by 

the CoP?

As well, there may be a natural end to a CoP, or it may morph into something new, 

carrying knowledge with it and building something generating from the experiences 

and assets. The community will have to determine what signals the end of the CoP, and 

collectively decide that the CoP has reached this phase.

Some questions and concepts for consideration in 
the various phases:

Preliminary Phase

• Process and decision making, 

• Mandate,

• Select platform, 

• Features, functionalities,

• Advisory board, champions and committees.
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Active Phase(s)

• Staff, paid, volunteering, and board activities and communications,

• Sharing – narratives, is it working?

• Networking platform ,

• Develop content,

• Continually arrange and tidy site,

• Problem solving (tech, community),

• Process for measuring success,

• Determining activity level of members,

• Maintenance.

Archive Phase

• Determine the signs that the CoP is coming to close

• What are the indicators?

• Have needs changed?

• Has technology changed? 

• How has this affected the practice on the CoP?

• Review purpose/mandate

• Communicate to members

• Storing, saving, archiving data properly for future use, future communities

• Organized and published process and strategy for archiving.

• Digital preservation strategy: file types, where, organization, format, who   

has access?

Identity, Marketing and Engagement

• Identity (graphical, and conceptual)

• Social media outreach to Settlement workers and beyond

• Polls (on hub)

• Offers to members, what will they ‘get’ out of being an active part of this CoP?
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• Outreach – to which communities? 

• Identify new opportunities – Funding, apps, tools, new communities. 

• publishable mandate.

Archive

Discussing an archive should be done early in the process of development.  How does a 

community determine what files are to be kept, retired, updated, accessed and man-

aged in general. 

• Tools for archiving files

• Retrieval methods and Finding Aids

• Metadata

• Process for determining archiving

• Access to archive files (open, closed?  Who can access them?)

Evaluations

• Cross-referenced back to Expectations of community to determine if the CoP is 

progressing as imagined

• The CoP is a living and changing entity, use Health check tools to determine 

phases or if pivoting needs to happen. See for example “A Communities of 

Practice (CoP) Health Check” by Stephen Dale (2014)

• Feedback from members (polls, etc)

• Monitor member numbers

o Reach out to members with active projects

• PR campaigns – how often? What is the story to be told?

• Use social media for member engagement, reminders to participate, etc.
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Participant C described the evaluation strategy for their CoP is to poll workshop mem-

bers immediately after a session.  Note: the biggest complaint is often around technol-

ogy.  After any courses delivered, there is a survey deployed to poll participants asking 

them to evaluate on 3 dimensions: The overall user experience and facilitation; technical 

questions; and compare to other courses.

Participant C also mentioned the possibility of ‘survey fatigue’ for this sector and to be 

mindful of how often polling and questioning gets done.

Challenges

McDermott (2000) suggests that there are 4 key challenges to consider when starting 

and/or supporting communities attempting to share tacit knowledge. 

1. Management Challenge

• Focus on topics important to the sector and community members.

• Find community members to coordinate the community.

• Make sure people have time and encouragement to participate.

2. Community Challenge

• Get key thought leaders and champions involved.

• Build personal relationships among community members.

• Develop active topic specific groups.

• Create forums for thinking together as well as systems for sharing information.

3. Technical Challenge

• Make it easy to contribute and access the community’s knowledge and practices.

• Keep technical friction as low as possible

4. Personal Challenge

• Create real dialogue around issues that are specific interest.

• Conceptualize self as integral aspect of the CoP
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CONCLUSIONS

The current group of champions & stakeholders thinking through implications, needs and 

designs for an online community of practice for settlement sector practitioners might 

consider how to address two types of requests drawn from survey participants them-

selves.

How to reconcile these two requirements of a potential CoP?  Two survey responses rep-

resent these challenges:

To enable people to “find informa-
tion in maximum 3 clicks”.

AND (not OR)

To find “ways to easily connect 
with others on particular topics/
find others I don’t yet know who 
have expertise/connections I am 
looking for”. 

The CoP should allow members to do both: quickly find data, information, forms and 

shared knowledge artefacts – as well as - to foster a sense of rootedness, posit a space 

where people want to be (individually and collectively), so as to deeply engage with 

others in this virtual place.
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Creating this layered environment, where members will always able to find useful docu-

ments through the interface of a trusted repository yet moving beyond an approach to 

the CoP as simply an instrumental tool - ‘to get in, get stuff, and get out’.

Harden & Loving (2016) describe the changing phases of communities of practice as 

they move from “inception, through potential, and on to coalescing.  The first stage of 

a CoP, inception, is characterized by a loose, informal social network of people who 

begin to discover common issues and interests and explore the idea of creating a more 

formal association”.  Key informant Interview participants spoke to the multiple attempts 

to build CoPs for the settlement sector over the past decade and a half. These attempts 

were mostly unfunded and ‘side of desk’ projects that had many successes. As Harden 

& Loving suggest: “the greatest challenge for a community of practice is establishing 

a scope for the domain… the founding and potential members exploring a vision that 

imagines greater value from the collective association, and to begin discussion about 

the potential areas for knowledge acquisition and learning”.   There will be points of 

start-up thinking, questions about sustaining and stewardship, and transformation to 

an established phase.   As interview participants have noted, people need to have a 

reason to be a member, to visit, to dwell. They need to see that their core competencies 

and knowledge needs are being supported, addressed and developed. 

Hearn and White in Communities of Practice: linking knowledge, policy and practice 

(2009) round up key concepts that have been discussed throughout this report: 
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1. One size does not fit all

2. Foster instead of control

3. Focus on facilitation not technology

4. Create conditions for two-way or 

 multi-way learning 

5. Balance participation and reification

6. Know your CoP phase

In “The knowing organization as learning organization”, Chun Wei Choo suggests that 

‘the knowing organization is well prepared to sustain its growth and development in a 

dynamic environment. By sensing and understanding its environment it is able to prepare 

for adaptation early. By marshalling the skills and expertise of its members, it is able to en-

gage in continuous learning and innovation.”  The settlement sector practitioners seem 

ready to move forward as both a knowing and learning community of practice.

Inspired by the Cities of Migration hub and CoP, they position a “Good Ideas” tab as one 

of the first items that greets a visitor to the site.  Using this nomenclature intrigues one to 

visit that area to find out what good ideas are being offered.  The inspirational tone is in-

viting. Sharing good ideas in this manner amplifies the greater mission of capacity build-

ing. Seeing positive project ideas ripple across so many communities is a way to inspire 

others.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

General

• Define mandate and iterate with members-  to conceptualize hub as place and a 

concept

o Participant D stressed the importance of defining the ‘who and why’ 

• Conceptualize and communicate a social ‘infrastructure’ / social space 

• Be prepared for phases & iterations

• One large all-encompassing hub may not be suitable and most likely not fulfilling ‘all’ 

members’ needs. Think of a well-designed and communicated cluster of intercon-

nected satellites, where different activities emerge when needed, and fade when 

complete.

• Consider Communities – not the singular community

• People need the right opportunities to learn and share, (infrastructural, and social) 

(Wenger)  Learning is a matter of engagement: it depends on opportunities to 

contribute actively to the practices of communities that we value and that value us, 

to integrate their enterprises into our understanding of the world, and to make creative 

use of their respective repertoires.
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People

• Determine interests specifically emanating from members. Participant D’s CoP polls 

people at the point of membership – asking 2 questions as part of their registration.

• Find likely Champions 

o When supporting CoPs that span organisations, it is important to recruit people who 

are already making connections beyond their own organisations. They should be 

encouraged to share stories from their home organisations so that common issues 

can be raised – a great way to develop the practice of a CoP. Clarity is needed 

on what can be shared and what must remain confidential within any single 

organisa¬tion. This might be the opportunity to talk about the value of openness 

and global public goods created by development organisations, rather than 

keeping knowledge private. (Hearn & White 2008)

o Participant D also spoke to having temporary partnerships and stakeholders, that 

this set of champions has shifted over the decade long CoP lifespan.

• Determine what peripheral member activity looks like (what if members just ‘take’)

• Paid staff vs. volunteers

• Participant D describes the diversity of their ‘board’ (their set of champions who 

supported the initial CoP). Engage practitioners from all aspects of the sector.

• Participant C spoke of the need for sensitivity to the levels of technical literacies of the 

audience especially when using specialized technologies to engage participants. Prior 

to any workshops taken, participants are required to do short tech-training sessions so 

that they are prepared to work on content instead of troubleshooting technical issues. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Technical

• Decide upon Proprietary v Open source technologies. 

o Know the limits of each: 

o will licensing agreements change? A Key Informant noted that a heavily used 

Microsoft product changed their licensing agreement so that public sharing was 

no longer an option, costing the organization much time and money to find a new 

solution and new software.

o what functionalities are not available in open source solutions?

• Decide upon platform with ability to integrate other, even custom, modules 

o Modularity has been important to many of the CoP’s discussed in Key Informant 

Interviews, the ability to add new ways to engage audiences when tech-innova-

tions occur. 

Design

• Communicate through language & graphics a sense of inclusion and action

• Use storytelling and narratives to engage people when possible. Conceptualize this 

new hub as their space, their place.  Create thick ties and place-attachment through 

narrative and storytelling methods. Participant B described this as a kind of ‘conversa-

tional consulting’ and allowing for’ informal discussions’.

• Site design & Wayfinding – “I sometimes find myself in a loop on IRCC’s website, clicking 

pages only to end up back on the first page I was on”

• “Find Information in maximum 3 clicks”. Practitioners need to efficiently find information 

when needed.  Go directly to a trusted repository when this necessary.

• The hub should also allow people to contemplate, communicate with colleagues and 

even ‘stumble upon’ thread discussions that may be relevant to them.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Knowledge & Asset audits

• Formalize tacit knowledge (determine a process to surface what practitioners tacitly 

know).  “Communities of practice are ideal vehicles for leveraging tacit knowledge 

because they enable person-to-person interaction and engage a whole group in 

advancing their field of practice. As a result they can spread the insight from that 

collaborative thinking across the whole organization” (McDermott, 2000).

• Determine existing types of and shareable assets (workshops, plans, forms, how-to’s, 

pro-tips, processes, podcasts, videos, graphics, etc)

• Training in data management and sharing policies when appropriate 

• Intellectual property needs to be addressed so that practitioners’ reluctance to share 

personal work product is overcome.

Create a trusted repository

Having a clear, trusted, dedicated and managed platform for document sharing is im-

portant to encourage both contribution to and downloading from.

A well designed, organized repository using validated lexicons, categorizations, and 

metadata will allow practitioners to access digital assets as needed.  Using plain lan-

guage or terms that have been validated from within the community for searching.  “I 

have to look in so many places to find information”. “Too many choices – information 

could be confusing or difficult to find” and “difficult to find appropriate information in a 

timely manner”, are details pulled from the survey which indicate that some formal orga-

nization and structuring of assets would help in their daily work flow. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Create a trusted repository

Producing a trusted repository may add value to the CoP in a less obviously tangible 

manner as well, where practitioners are drawn to the trusted environment and begin 

to form relationships through use. 

“People don’t get back to you” was a comment given by a survey respondent, when 

describing asking for help on current sites.   This complaint hints at the bigger issue of an-

onymity within a virtual community. Simply putting requests and questions into a ‘black-

boxed’ queue is not satisfying user-experience. Perhaps through a trusted repository, 

people can be assigned responsibility for up-keep of particular sections, areas or files.  

Advice from Mozilla foundation Open Leadership model with online ‘ghosting’  “Keep 

the conversation going. If you receive responses to your post, engage with your readers 

by responding to them and appreciating their responses, where appropriate.”

Manage Evergreen files and Persistent DOI (Digital Object Identifier. https://www.doi.

org/).  Many ‘404 page not found’ experiences happen because the content on exter-

nal sites has moved or been removed.  Determine if the resource is important enough 

that it should be stored on the CoP hub platform as a persistent digital object with a 

permanent identifier.

Supporting the concept of creating a shared and trusted repository, Participant A 

suggested developing a cohesive standardized archive of existing documents that are 

managed and organized.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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Create a Shared Ontology: lexicon, taxonomy,          
categorization, metadata

• Develop (or update existing) ontology for use within a trusted repository. 

• There are many schemas available which can be studied to determine the necessary 

steps and processes to develop a working lexicon, metadata fields and types.   The 

more understood (validated) the language/terms used to describe the resources in 

metadata, filenames, the more discoverable they will become to the CoP members.   

The ontology could be shared amongst all umbrella groups and organizations as an 

‘interoperable system’, which may create opportunities to share resources across the 

sector.

• Use the community developed ontology as the method to enrich shared documents.  

Use Participatory Design Workshops 

Understanding how colleagues differently create, store, administer their documents and 

digital assets needs to be conceptualized and clearly communicated across the sector 

to create useful interoperable systems (eg. file names, metadata, taxonomies).

• Create a platform to pilot test certain ideas with a smaller group (Participant A 

recommendation) 

Develop a sense of Collective Ownership

‘See yourself reflected in the Cop’. Developing a CoP and including participants voices 

asks them to identify themselves as individuals within this large network – as the begin-

nings of an ‘ownership’ process and building a community of skilled facilitators.

Participant A suggested building in activities for internal feedback as a way of engaging 

members to ‘take ownership’ of the processes.

RECOMMENDATIONS 
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APPENDIX - CASE STUDY #1, CITIES OF MIGRATION

Cities of Migration

http://citiesofmigration.ca/

Stated mission:

Cities of Migration showcases good ideas in immigrant integration and promotes 

innovative practices that create inclusion and urban prosperity.

1. Introduction:

 • Name of community / hub: Cities of Migration

• URL: http://citiesofmigration.ca/

• Short description of their purpose, work, type of community.  The Cities of Migration 

CoP is a platform with multiple facets allowing people to engage through various types 

of activities in order to learn about the experience of a newcomer to your city. The 

site acts as a portal to activities shared by numerous European and North American 

cities. An interesting take on the concept of portal, Cities of Migration, through its many 

modules sets a context for the modules by using narrative and storytelling – giving a 

visitor to the hub multiple pathways to understanding the multi-faceted experience of 

a newcomer. 
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2. Evidence of Community engagement

The tool bar at the top of the site shows language choices of English, French, German, 

Spanish indicating a wide scope of communities that the site intends to engage.  This 

indicates a casting of a wide net in terms of outreach.

In the downloadable PDF entitled “Cities of Migration Handout” the project vision 

states the extent and range of communities the project is intended to reach:

“Cities of Migration seeks to improve local integration practice in major immigrant 

receiving cities worldwide by providing accessible information about promising 

local practices that are innovative, practical and exportable. Through its virtual 

hub and learning exchange, Cities of Migration engages a wide range of stake-

holders, including foundations, city government officials, community sector organi-

zations, colleges and universities, employers, labour unions and resident and 

business associations. Cities of Migration will help these city-level actors develop 

stronger ties, build capacity and increase the effectiveness of local practices and 

the policy frameworks that support them.” (retrieved from 

http://citiesofmigration.ca/good-ideas-in-integration/

what-is-a-good-idea-in-integration/),

CASE STUDY: CITIES OF MIGRATION
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Not specifically directed towards settlement sector practitioners in particular, the 

hub interface welcomes people from any sector of society looking to learn about 

a variety of complex and entangled issues around civic activism, inclusion, under-

standing your city’s efforts or levels of integration and inclusion. 

CASE STUDY: CITIES OF MIGRATION
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The hub main menu shows the categorizations and way-finding through the site, 

and through concepts. This type of non-traditional menuing draws people through 

the site through the interconnected concepts circling around civic aspects of 

welcoming newcomers to a city. Starting with Good Ideas, and implementation strat-

egies, with a focus on how this leads to building better cities, as well as the Learning 

Exchange area that acts as the webinar space this navigation system becomes an 

intriguing and effective strategy which draws users through complex information in 

semi-seamless steps. 

The hub has sets of main and recurring themes: Work, Live, Learn, Connect, Plan.  

These themes are used to curate ideas and activities throughout the portal. 

Under Building Inclusive cities, the concept of “dimensions” is employed – these 

dimensions range in areas of inclusion: civic, social, cultural, spatial, economic, 

health, political, media, and welcome-ability.  
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Interconnected concepts and areas on the hub.

The hub has various easily distinguishable yet interconnected areas which invite a 

user to consider aspects of immigrant integration.  The ‘Living Together – Good ideas 

promoting inclusion’ discussion and activity area introduces the concepts which: 

“… showcases innovative local practices that promote social inclusion, participation 

and intercultural dialogue. This includes practices, strategies and initiatives in the 

following areas:

o social cohesion, equality and nondiscrimination;

o belonging, identity and interaction;

o intercultural dialogue;

o participation and citizenship; and participatory approaches that strengthen 

engagement between civil society and local government institutions.

(retrieved from http://citiesofmigration.ca/living-together/)
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This collection of ideas springboards and builds on the Open Society Foundations “At 

Home in Europe Project” (https://www.opensocietyfoundations.org/reports/living-to-

gether-projects-promoting-inclusion-11-eu-cities).  Open Society foundation offers a 

large 194 page report available in English, French and German which is a resource 

document which aims to:

“illustrate city and local initiatives, past or present, that have sought 

to challenge and resolve the inequalities, discrimination, and margin-

alisation underlying experiences” (living-together-inclusion-11-eu-

cities-20120125.pdf, page 8)

The report looked at best practices and local initiatives in 11 cities - Amsterdam, 

Antwerp, Berlin, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Leicester, London, Marseille, Paris, 

Rotterdam and Stockholm. The report explores initiative which range in content and 

cover topics hose that settlement sectors practitioners in Canada are familiar with: 

Identity, belonging and interaction, Education, Employment and training, Housing, 

Health, Policing and security, Participation and Citizenship, and The Role of the 

Media.  

This in-depth and open source resource is an excellent example of a shareable 

resource that is easily available.   The Cities of Migration acts as a ‘portal’ to these 

types of knowledge artefacts.  Anyone is free to download the report, or to view the 

dynamic presentation of ‘Good ideas” on the hub as a source of ideas and inspi-

ration. This portal offers many examples of potential projects that can be used as 

encouragement to create locally fitting initiatives, as templates for success, as brain-

storming prompts. And reviewing the narrative of each project, any visitor to the site 

can see how it worked and what was successful.  
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3. Physical and/or Virtual communities

Refugee Portal

“The Refugee Portal is a project of Integration For All, a transatlantic exchange of 

ideas between Cities of Migration,  Bertelsmann Stiftung (Germany), Hire Immigrants 

(Canada) and Welcoming America (USA).” (retrieved from http://citiesofmigration.

ca/refugee-portal/)

This portal on the site reinforces the UX design and navigation strategy which identifies 

particular areas for particular uses or communities.  This strategy helps users identify 

where to visit within the portal – and where to begin looking for the types of infor-

mation they may be searching. 

CASE STUDY: CITIES OF MIGRATION
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4. Notes on Design and User Experiences

Situating the “Good Ideas” menu item in the prime ‘reading’ spot (upper left corner) 

is an interesting tactic presenting to visitors to this site with a positive, friendly and 

alluring initial view. It forecasts a site that offers a sense of hope by this simple and 

subtle act of smart UX design.  

The structure, navigation and page designs consistently focus on specifics – a good 

idea, or a webinar for example.

User Experience and Interface Design are open, friendly, inviting.  Four language 

options at the top show an interest in this type of language outreach. 

The hub reveals more content, more activity and more potential the more an 

individual explores.  The language is open, jargon free.  The graphics and headings 

are large, bold and give quick and clear feedback as to where you are in the hub. 

The identity graphic/logo is also bright, friendly and becomes easily identifiable across 

other sites and in other connected projects.  Although the main logo is somewhat 

generic it is identifiable. 

5. Ease of access – to information – eg. Finding 
aids, searches, section identifiers

Each section has bread crumb navigation letting a user know the context and 

pathway they took to reach an area.  There are loops in content – meaning you 

can reach content and pages from a few paths.  The breadcrumb helps identify 

this.  Although it does act as a short nav back to a main area, it is slightly distracting 

visually.  The large and bright section titles indicate where you are.  Social media 

icons are scattered throughout the site showing the interest in reaching out through 

these venues, but they too can begin to look messy.  It is a matter of ease of use 

vs cleanliness and ‘breathing space’ on pages when a CoP is deciding on the 

emphases or importance of these tools.
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Concept of Cities of Migration as Portal to other sites.
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6. Evidence of ‘thinking together’ – eg. Forums, 
discussion areas

There is a ‘traditional’ Learning exchange section of the site, which has an archive of 

past webinars from 2009 to 2017.  A list view with the description of the webinar is easy 

to use and easy to scan for content type.

The panel to the left lets a visitor know immediately what is coming up next.  The 

example shown “Webinar: Empowering Youth: Identity, Belonging and Migration” 

gives the date, offers social media tools directly at the top of the module for easy 

sharing and invitation. This particular webinar is to be held in London UK also gives 

the login time in Toronto, New York, Berlin and Barcelona.  Even though the webinar 

is about a project called “Muslim Girls Fence” the outreach is obvious by making 

a tactic invitation to those in Canada, North America and other cities in Europe.  

Suggesting that this ‘good idea’ project and the strategies and tactics are to be 

shared with a larger community beyond London (and Berlin).   
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 Another module on the hub which is accessed from the home page is the unique 

“My City of Migration” Diagnostic tool.  It’s bright red button “Test My City” at the top 

of screen creates an intriguing call to action.   The sharable tool called “MYCOM” 

tests the inclusiveness of your city based on your input.  

The project introduction uses language to intrigue, tempt, and invite a user curious 

and interested to explore civic ideas in an interactive manner. “Take the pulse of 

your city with MyCOM, the My City of Migration Diagnostic. MyCOM is a modular tool 

designed to help you assess the quality of inclusion in your city: at work, at school, 

on election day, in health and as a new arrival. Complete the MYCOM Diagnostic 

to build a profile of your city’s strengths and weaknesses across 10 dimensions of 

inclusion. How does your city measure up?” (retrieved from https://my.citiesofmi-

gration.org/)

The tool lays out the process, the time it will take to complete your city’s diagnosis.  

The last screen before you proceed speaks to the ‘thinking together’ concept in a 

interesting way.  Posing a question back to the user – addressing what you – the user 

and a member of this community – will ‘get out of this exercise’ – is a direct way of 

speaking to community members perhaps ‘unspoken’ questions. Why should I partic-

ipate? What’s in if for me?  This screen acknowledges that people / practitioners in 

not-for-profit sectors can often be overworked, time – aware, and not wanting to 

spend precious time on activities.
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The modules “City of Arrival, Home and School, Election Day, Healthy City, Cities at 

Work” show the range of content and themes that you will use as a lens to diagnose 

your city.  The user is led through a set of questions based on a narrative using 

fictional, yet believable characters set in a ‘scenerio’

 

The user answers the question with these fictional newcomers in mind.  At the end of 

the questions your city receives a graphical diagnostic.  The results screen include 

“Dimensions of Inclusion” from this module.  We see this is where content, language, 

terminology and themes are knit together as interconnected conceptually.

In this above example, the user is led to learn more about Civic Inclusion or Welcom-

ability.  The colourful tabs at the bottom of the module reinforce and use the same 

terms as the navigation we discussed in another section.
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7. Where are the discussions happening?

The Learning Exchange and Conversations in Integration host webinars, publish 

a ‘closed’ interview/dialogue, along side a twitter feed.  The blue highlights the 

interview type dialogue with Sanders in this example.  This is an interesting strategy 

to stimulate discussions – offering an edited and prepared interview on a particular 

topic.  Along side the twitter and social media feed shows a more dynamic discussion 

taking place. An active social media presence is going to drive visitors to various 

connected platforms. 
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8. Opportunities / platform examples for 
knowledge development and mutual 
engagement

The CoP offers multiple layers and means to co-create knowledge, meet other 

learners through the Good Ideas area of the hub.  A button on the home page invites 

anyone to submit a good idea in a friendly welcoming manner.  At this date though 

the functionality is not working.

The Good Ideas area functions as a curated list of selected projects – the user knows 

that they have made it to the list by a selection process.  Though the exact process is 

blackboxed at this point since the submit button is not active. There are multiple ways 

of entering the good ideas zone.   A map of the globe shows the extent and locations 

of where ‘good ideas’ live and have been enacted or initiated.  The Good Ideas 

Index reinforces the themes Learn, Connect, Work, Plan, Live with an added category 

‘Municipal’.
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Good Ideas are curated and displayed through these various sections on the hub.  

Once a visitor delves into a particular good idea, like the example shown here, a 

user is taken to an external trusted site.  This strategy of sharing content and ideas, 

yet not replicating existing content is useful to note.  CoP’s don’t have to be content 

creators, but offer space, become a portal 

to this unique content.  The hub in this case 

gives deep context to a good idea with 

a ‘project backgrounder, or introduction’ 

before leading off the hub to the external 

site. Importantly, for trust in the project and 

information – the interstitial or transitional 

page seems a successful strategy.  
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9. Compare Knowledge development opportu-
nities to knowledge ‘deployment’ activities

This site is more focused on the deployment of information as thought-starters, as 

prompts encouraging the activity to take place locally and tweeked by people 

springboarding work in their own communities.

10. How long has it been active?

This platform is archive suggests that it has been a project since 2009.

11. Evidence of Phases and transitioning between 
phases

There are no obvious phases on this version of Cities of Migration.

12. Evidence of Community development (is it 
dynamic, thriving?)

It is not obvious when looking at the site as it seems fully functional, the modules such 

as maps, tools like MYCOM, the Refugee Portal and the Learning area with webinars 

are all modular – the hub seems to be easily expandable when a new initiative is 

ready for hosting.

13. Costs, logins, open access, public areas? 

Joining as a member is free, easy and open to anyone.  Login gives a user access to 

the MYCOM module.

14. Other

Nothing else to report in this category.
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APPENDIX - CASE STUDY #2, CAMH

CAMH – Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health 
Project (IRMHP)

https://irmhp-psmir.camhx.ca/

Stated ‘about/context’:

Canada’s social and economic prosperity are tied to the success of 

its diverse populations, and for that reason we must pay attention to 

the unique mental health needs of immigrants and refugees. Through 

consultation and research, the Mental Health Commission of Canada 

(MHCC) found that respectful engagement and involvement of 

newcomers in service planning and evaluation, consistent collection 

of ethno-racial data, and provision of adequate cultural competence 

training and supports for service providers are top priorities. For that 

reason, the MHCC is proud to support the work of the Immigrant and 

Refugee Mental Health Project and its efforts to build knowledge, 

skills, and collaboration in mental health service delivery. - The Mental 

Health Commission of Canada (MHCC)

“The Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Project aims to help fill this service need 

by providing settlement, social and health service providers with the knowledge, skills 

and networks to support the mental health of immigrants and refugees.” (retrieved 

from https://irmhp-psmir.camhx.ca/about/context)
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Key concepts: 

• Funded by IRCC, hosted by CAMH, built upon an earlier project (Refugee 

Mental Health Project)

• Lead statement for the project: “Enhance your knowledge, develop your 

skills and build your network” 

• The Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Project offers online training, 

tools and resources to settlement, social and health service professionals 

working with immigrants and refugees. By participating, you’ll gain new 

knowledge, skills, tools and strategies to apply to your work. You’ll have 

the opportunity to connect and exchange ideas and experiences with 

hundreds of service providers across Canada and obtain advice from 

experts in the field. All activities are self-paced, so take your time and 

explore all the elements of the project. 

1. Introduction:

a. Name of community / hub: Immigrant and Refugee Mental Health Project

b. URL: http://irmhp-psmir.camhx.ca

c. Short description of their purpose, work, type of community: Enhance your  

 knowledge, develop your skills and build your network.

2. Evidence of Community engagement

The public facing ‘community’ section of the IMRHP hub invites individuals to engage 

through a private password protected area – offering a trusted area where sensitive 

issues may be discussed.   Through this online/virtual meeting place it proposes 

CASE STUDY: CAMH
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meeting other service providers, shared resources, a place to ask questions and a 

‘joinable’ discussion board.  Individuals are guided through data capture and to 

create an account prior to being given access to the private areas on the hub.  The 

sign up is not instantaneous, involves receiving a confirming email.  Unorthodox email 

addresses may become trapped in the approval flow.  A second Sign in link (or first 

depending on how an individual approaches the hub), appears at the top of screens 

as a universal login.  The Registration link leads to an area where an individual creates 

a Profile. This is not clearly distinguished from an Account. 

The Profile creation page for the Portico network states: 

• Portico is a network for understanding and collaboration in mental 

health and addiction.

• Register today and get these great benefits:

• Match content to your interests

• Share your expertise, tools and resources

• Collaborate with other stakeholders and academics, locally, in Canada 

and internationally

• Contribute to multiple perspectives on mental health and addiction 

– from specialists and healthcare practitioners to clients, families, 

caregivers and students.

• Registering is simple, and will only take two minutes...

(retrieved from https://irmhp-psmir.camhx.ca/toolkit?p_p_id=58&p_p_lifecy-

cle=0&p_p_state=maximized&p_p_mode=view&saveLastPath=false&_58_struts_

action=%2Flogin%2Flogin) 
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Example of the activity in the Discussion board.
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3. Physical and/or Virtual communities

The CoP at this phase (a 2.0 version built upon an earlier initiative) in 2018 became 

active in May 2017.  There are approximately 19 discussion board that have been 

launched and two discussion topics show a conversation thread of 11 – 12 replies.  

Most have zero or 1 -2 replies in Feb 2018.   There are 3-4 individuals who have begun 

these discussion threads – it is not clear whether they are paid staff, volunteers or 

members for other reasons.  Identity is by name and other distinguishing identifiers are 

not displayed – other than general location (eg. Toronto, Canada).  Some members 

use friendly images which make them appear less ‘anonymous’. A direct messaging 

tool is available within the Participant’s screen information. 

The CoP hub is focused on the virtual aspects of the community to discuss topics, ask 

Subject Matter Experts, review webinars – online.  

Connecting ‘people in places’ (eg. colleagues gathering together) is done through 

the Calendar of Events (by month and type).  The Calendar clearly indicates when 

an event is taking place and with one click takes a user to the event screen.  Events, 

lectures, and webinars are also offered beyond the CAMH site.   The sample below 

takes an interested user to a snapshot text description 

of the event and a link to the organization that is 

presenting or hosting the event.  

It is not obvious what the full process is for an event to 

receive approval and to be presented through this CoP.   

Submission is by email but it is unclear who decides that 

an event or topic can be published.
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Members and participants preview is open to the entire community/group.  In early 

2018 the CoP showed 1766 members had signed up and created an account. The 

interface/tool allows a participant to see who is actively connecting by filtering 

through an “Inactive” tab.  Having the same filtering potential for “Active” partici-

pants would also allow other participants to see who the active members are, and 

where they are located.  Filtering by “active” may promote the impression of a 

dynamic group of people engaging deeply within their CoP.

CASE STUDY: CAMH
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4. Notes on Design and User Experiences

There is a tacit or underlying ‘gridded’ nature to the design of the hub - graphical 

items are laid out to follow this grid structure. Colours, text headers and graphical illus-

trations are clean and easy to read – muted colours, a ‘professional blue’, along with 

standard icons create a sense of stability and structure.

5. Ease of access – to information – eg. Finding 
aids, searches, section identifiers

The sections are self-explanatory, through titling and language. The graphical icons 

help to indicate what area of the hub a user is entering. The graphics used are profes-

sional yet generic, not specific to the project or to CAMH and may not necessarily be 

useful as a finding aid or search. 

The large and present search tool is useful, especially with its autofill and 

autosuggestion.
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 The chart on the home page of the portal shows the scope and intent of the hub, 

and with a 2 minute video explaining the project and a text description – a new visitor 

to this hub is provided with multiple ways to conceptualize the project. 

CASE STUDY: CAMH
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6. Evidence of ‘thinking together’ – eg. Forums, 
discussion areas

In the IRMHP Community of Practice, thinking together is mostly evidenced through 

the discussion board where a few community members have begun discussion topics 

over the past year.  In early 2018 there isn’t evidence that the discussion areas have 

been used to their full potential.

The toolkit section states that the “online toolkit will constantly evolve” and an 

invitation to send suggestions for relevant material is welcomed – to be sent to the 

generic project email address.  It is not obvious how or if this offer is being acted 

upon. How many members have added documents to the toolkit remains unknown.

7. Where are the discussions happening?

The Community section of the hub is where discussions are meant to occur.  This is 

where a member can Join, Meet, Share or Ask.  “Meet” in this case, seems to signify 

meeting within this virtual realm.  

CASE STUDY: CAMH
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A review of the current (2018) discussions shows that this is an under-used area of the 

site. Moderators respond to queries and point members to resources.

8. Compare Knowledge development opportunities 
to knowledge ‘deployment’ activities

This CoP offers a large range of resources through the hub in general and through 

the ToolKit section of the hub.  Different from the toolkit, ‘information snapshots’ are 

deployed through data visualization graphics – of the Immigrant & Refugee context; 

as well as of the issue of Mental Health within newcomer or refugee populations.  And 

unlike the Toolkit, which promises to be dynamic and changing, the info-graphics 

may remain on the site.

As well, the CoP graphics shown below presents the multiple facets of the hub: 

Discuss with other service providers, Stay Current, Exchange knowledge; Build your 

network; Learn through online activities.  

The hub offers some knowledge deployment opportunities – although the process 

of adding resources is not transparent.  Knowledge co-creation or exchange is less 

obviously occurring on the hub – although may happen in offline situations.
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Following the Upcoming Webinar registration link directed a user to the project 

/ seminar description through the use of a Survey Monkey page.  Using a Survey 

template as an invitation and registration form is an intriguing use of the technology. 

In this instance a link to a Facebook page with further description of the Opening 

Doors Project is offered.  These events at bricks & mortar sites is an indication that 

communities are being engaged, although it is hard to determine how many 

members of this CoP attend events. Tracking through the participant list offers a 

different way of seeing who is engaged and how often participants connect to 

events or courses offered through the CoP.

9. How long has it been active?

This phase of the hub/CoP appears to have been launched in May 2017. 

CASE STUDY: CAMH
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10. Evidence of Phases and transitioning between 
phases

There is mention of an earlier project / CoP that springboarded this version of the 

Immigration Refugee Mental Health Project at CAMH.  This case study does not review 

the early project called “Refugee Mental Health project”. This “new version 2.0” of 

the CoP doesn’t reveal answers to questions such as: why or how the project shifted; 

what the name change indicates; and what knowledge or assets were transferred 

from the first phase to this phase.

11. Evidence of Community development (is it 
dynamic, thriving?)

One of the unique aspects of this CoP is a public facing presentation of a number 

of Subject Matter Experts. Portraits offer a warm and friendly introduction and 

their areas expertise are clearly noted.  Connecting to an SME through the Ask An 

Expert functionality on the hub doesn’t quite offer the ‘direct access’ that might 

be assumed.  The one discussion thread online (early 2018) has a question posed 

by a member, a moderator alerted the appropriate SME to the question and over 

the course of a month a few responses are offered. Understandably, the SME’s are 

working at their own practice.  Slower responses may present this aspect of the CoP 

as less responsive to 

community and practi-

tioners questions and 

needs.  The area seems 

to be underused (early 

2018).  
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12. Costs, logins, open access, public areas? 

Joining is free, starting an account is mostly uncomplicated but a confusing distinction 

is made when one begins creating a Profile or an Account.  Once a user has an 

account this distinction gets clarified.  

13. Other

The terms of use, privacy discussions and principles of the hub are public facing and 

transparent. A connection to the organization called “Teach Resiliency” is noted in 

the Terms of use section.  The link/connection to this content provider and the free 

courses is not surfaced in the site or hub other than the Terms of Use page. 
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APPENDIX - CASE STUDY #3, PEER-TO-PEER UNIVERSITY

Peer-to-Peer University

https://www.p2pu.org/en/

Stated mission:

2PU is a grassroots network of individuals who seek to create an 

equitable, empowering, and liberating alternative to mainstream 

higher education.

We work towards this vision by creating and sustaining learning 

communities in public spaces around the world. As librarians and 

community organizers, we bring neighborhoods together to learn with 

one another. As educators, we train facilitators to organize their own 

networks and we develop/curate open educational resources. As 

developers and designers, we build open source software tools that 

support flourishing learning communities. And as learners, we work 

together to improve upon and disseminate methods and practices for 

peer learning to flourish.

P2PU is a distributed organization, incorporated as a 501(c)3 in the 

United States. Our network stretches the globe, with our heaviest 

concentration of work currently happening in Canada, Kenya, South 

Africa, and the United States. 

We strive to model our educational values in our organizational 

structure; as such, we set goals and make decisions collectively as 

a community. We invite you to join our virtual community and view 

our governance guidelines, annual goals, and policies (as well as all 

source code) on Github.
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CASE STUDY: PEER-2-PEER UNIVERSITY

Key concepts: 

• Peer learning: Underlying our work is the conviction that learning is a social activity. 

We believe that every person develops expertise through their own life experiences, 

that people learn when they share and connect with others, and that feedback is 

necessary in order to improve.

• Community: P2PU is a community-centered project, which is reflected across our 

organization from learning circles to our governance model. We involve learners and 

collaborators in all stages of the design and delivery of our work, and believe that 

sustained learning communities are created through grassroots collaboration, not 

hierarchical mandates.

• Equity: Equity in learning is only possible when we recognize education as a social 

good rather than a commodity. A prerequisite to this value is a commitment to working 

openly, leaving the commons better off than we found it. However, creating space for 

access is not enough. Systemic injustice means that access does not equal equity, and 

we must actively design for inclusion and accessibility at every step along the way.

Learning circles also formed strong social bonds for citizens from diverse backgrounds 

who shared common goals, and helped to highlight the library as a hub for 

community learning experiences. (retrieved from https://www.p2pu.org/en/about/)

1. Introduction:

a. Name of community / hub: P2PU

b. URL: http://www.p2pu.org

c. Short description of their purpose, work, type of community.  The P2PU CoP is  

 a platform and community that has a fundamental belief in shared learning,  

 social learning, open access to knowledge including offering the ways and  

 means for local communities to build learning circles and the associated   

 assets. 
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2. Evidence of Community engagement

The public facing interface of the P2P University hub immediately invites individuals to 

engage.  In a peer-2-peer approach, an invitation to individuals is presented a clear 

opportunity to engage.  These ‘calls to action’ – “Prep for a citizenship exam, Speak 

English with confidence to Design a course, Write a Business plan” – show the range 

of skills and training offered – for free and in your neighbourhood.  The platform allows 

for both mentors and mentees to participate and engage at the level that they have 

self-determined. 

The introductory screens are clean and open and friendly. 

This open design allows people to see the potential depth and their potential 

engagement within the hub. The collapsed menu means an individual can consider 

the questions/suggestions before choosing to delve deeper into the site. A more tradi-

tional top menu can present a complex navigation system which may overwhelm. 
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On the home page of the hub there is a graphical display showing the scope and 

type of activities available.  The User Experience (UX) is friendly and non-threatening. 

Click into to the Learning Circles or click into the courses or see the cities included. 

A user of the hub can start a learning circle or find a learning circle devoted to their 

interest within one or two taps or clicks.  The numerical display and the animated 

introductory call to action indicate that this is a constantly growing and dynamic 

Community of Practice.  One imagines returning often to find new Learning Circles 

or new open access courses and possibly in new cities.  This is an effective way of 

communicating that new content, new potentials for training and learning and new 

learning-groups are constantly forming. 
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3. Physical and/or Virtual communities

In 2014 the founders and board changed their strategy for the P2P University and 

included the learning circles in the vision for the organization.  This meant physical 

locations were connected (Libraries for instance), allowing people to come together 

to learn together – in ‘in person study groups”. 

The virtual community aspect was not rejected, but the physical learning circles was 

seen as a positive new initiative.  Understanding that people like to be with other 

people. 

Detroit Public Library (Parkman branch) user innovation and entrepreneurship learning 

circle (retrieved from https://www.p2pu.org/en/)

CASE STUDY: PEER-2-PEER UNIVERSITY
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4. Notes on Design and User Experiences

As noted in the Evidence of community engagement section of this document, the 

User Experience and Interface Design are open, friendly, inviting.  The hub reveals 

more content, more activity and more potential the more an individual explores.  

The language is open, jargon free.  The headings are large, bold and give quick 

and clear feedback as to where you are in the hub. The identity graphic/logo is 

also bright, friendly and becomes easily identifiable across other sites and in other 

connected projects. 

5. Ease of access – to information – eg. Finding 
aids, searches, section identifiers

The ‘Courses’ screen-capture image shows the depth and breadth of course content 

and inter-connected Learning circles curated by this Community of Practice. The 

bright and visually based tiles make it easy to locate an area of interest.  The snapshot 

detail on the tile is a quick indicator when, where and who is offering a particular 

learning opportunity. It easily connects learners with the course details, or external 

site. Three samples shown below, which are courses offered through other platforms. 

What is missing is an in-depth search function. Courses are removed from the ‘gallery 

of offerings’ when completed – functionally this is sensible.  Though a returning 

user seeking a course that may have happened is not serviced well.  Current and 

upcoming courses are instantly visible, it may be useful for the hub to indicate how 

this display works.

Tiles have a set of easy calls to action – “See the course” leads to the assets, details, 

files, course descriptions, curriculum outlines.  “Start a Learning Circle” allows a mentor 

to easily start a course in and for their particular location and community with the 

support material and help needed.

CASE STUDY: PEER-2-PEER UNIVERSITY
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Further investigation of 3 courses showed the interconnection between the P2PU 

platform and learning opportunities external to the P2PU.  For example, selecting 

the “Beginning Citizenship” course led to US Citizen Podcast and US Citizenship and 

Immigrations services hub which is a the official resources center, offering video, files, 

tips on how to become a US citizen, test study app and is organized into sections for 

Learners, Educators or Organizations. 

The second course sample was supported on and by the OERu (Open Education 

Resource University) hub.  This UNESCO funded hub’s focus is on being able to share 

knowledge freely.

Their stated aim “was to build a parallel learning universe, in order to widen access 

to more affordable education for learners excluded from the traditional tertiary 

education system. 

Today, the OERu network includes recognised universities, polytechnics and 

community colleges from five continents. We are collaborating to widen access to 

more affordable education through social inclusion.” (retrieved from https://oeru.org/

about-oeru/).

Free EdX courses are connected to the P2PU CoP.  Of note the well respected 

‘bricks&mortar’ educational institutions that have lent their reputation to the free and 

open access courses. The “Verified” badge indicates a kind of Quality Assurance 

process, connected to the institutional name.
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6. Evidence of ‘thinking together’ – Forums, 
discussion areas

In the P2PU Community of Practice, thinking together is indicated through a number 

of facets. The tools and background assistance to start a Learning Circle in your 

locale is evidence of the tactic and stated policy of the importance of learning 

together for this CoP. The platform is content-agnostic, meaning a mentor or a 

mentee can enter the CoP in a manner meaningful to their particular need or 

interest. Offering open source toolkits, files, templates, suggestions, course outlines are 

all aspects of a CoP dedicated to sharing and co-creating knowledge.

7. Where are the discussions happening?

The hub and community have various places where discussions occur.  Online 

through a member dashboard.  Github is used as a developer communication and a 

log to note changes in the platform construction itself.  Google docs are place that 

the community founders and leads archive and file helpful and open assets such as 

Logos, Kits, Templates, Power Point files.

8. Opportunities / platform examples for 
knowledge development and mutual 
engagement

The CoP offers multiple layers and means to co-create knowledge, meet other 

learners, find mentors and learning circles.  The CoP also has published as open 

source on Github the tools for the very platform itself, including the Mandates, Gover-

nance documents, change logs and all documentation manuals and guides for the 

site build.
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 The Technological ‘mandate’ is published on Github for anyone to access and states:

“We aim to develop for the web in a way that is:”

• based on modern standards
• openly licensed
• mobile friendly
• ready for i18n
• reasonable requirements
• compliant with regulations
• aesthetic and consistent
• able to scale
• can show impact
• secure
• well managed
• backed up
• documented
• tested
• user friendly
• community facing

As well as these details and principles: 

• based on modern standards
• HTML5, JavaScript, CSS
• Open
• Everything we develop is open source. Our default license for code is MIT and our default 

license for content is CC-BY-SA-4 or later. When starting a new project, be sure to indicate 
these licenses.

• We host all our code on Github under the P2PU organization.
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Mobile friendly

• Responsive, viewable in browsers on majority of modern devices, lightweight\

Ready for i18n

• URLs, tooling, UTF-8, ??

Reasonable requirements

• Browser support, bandwidth requirements, 
• Compliant with regulations
• Terms of service, personal data, etc.
• Aesthetic and consistent

• CSS framework, consistency, 

Able to scale

• CDNs, cache, REST, 12 factor
• Can show impact
• Analytics, 
• Secure
• Strongly hashed and salted passwords, server security, no space for cross site scripting, 

etc.

Well managed

• Devops: Docker, Ansible, 12 factor app
• Backed up
• We work in a digital space and when things go wrong it is possible for things to 

disappear! Database and files uploaded to AWS S3
• Documented
• Each project should have a readme, ...

Tested

• There should be an automated test framework

User friendly

• User guides, guidance or reporting errors
• Community facing
• Pathway for user engagement in planning and development
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9. Compare Knowledge development opportunities 
to knowledge ‘deployment’ activities

The Courses and Learning Circles, along with other connected areas of the hub are 

all opportunities to develop new knowledge.  Other sections of the hub offer an 

Archive of documents, toolkits, handbooks, forms, templates, certificates, handouts – 

all materials deemed necessary to help Facilitators organize, develop, prepare and 

produce effective courses. 
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10. How long has it been active?

This platform is a new initiative (2016), although the roots of the organization stemmed 

from the Cape Town Open Education Declaration (http://www.capetowndecla-

ration.org/) in 2007.  “The aim of this meeting was to accelerate efforts to promote 

open resources, technology and teaching practices in education.”

11. Evidence of Phases and transitioning between 
phases

Starting in 2007 and building upon the strategy of Open Education, the founders 

state that “P2PU was originally driven by the belief that with adequate social support, 

anyone can learn almost anything online for free. This strategy reached tens of 

thousands of learners in more than 50 countries across a number of projects and 

collaborations.” (retrieved from https://www.p2pu.org/en/about/).  They report that 

in 2014 they re-tooled their deployment strategy to move from solely online to reach 

a larger audience, especially those that would benefit the most from free and open 

education.  The first set of “Learning Circles” were held at the Chicago Public Library.
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12. Evidence of Community development 
(is it dynamic, thriving?)

The Learning circles concept appears to have been successful in the pilot run at the 

Chicago Public library – new audiences were engaged and course completion rates 

increased. “Learning circles also formed strong social bonds for citizens from diverse 

backgrounds who shared common goals, and helped to highlight the library as a hub 

for community learning experiences”

The CoP as an open platform used GitHub, Google docs and Etherpad to encourage 

deeper engagement with the CoP platform layer and / or the Facilitator community.  

Discussions are open to anyone easily accessible through many links embedded 

within many pages of the hub.
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13. Costs, logins, open access, public areas? 

Joining as a member is free, easy and open to anyone.  Login gives a user a 

dashboard and this is where any member of the larger CoP can build a Course/

Learning Circle which is then published and offered to anyone.  One does not 

need to be a member of this CoP to participate in the courses, although joining 

as a member offers a way to manage various Learning Circles. A free newsletter 

is available. Social media is used to show real life Learning Circles, and is a way of 

broadcasting various upcoming Learning Circle events. 

14. Other

The terms of use, privacy discussions and principles of the hub are public facing and 

transparent.
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APPENDIX - SURVEY INSTRUMENT - ENGLISH

The survey was deployed in french and english
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT - ENGLISH
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT - ENGLISH
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT - ENGLISH
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT - ENGLISH
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT - ENGLISH
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APPENDIX - SURVEY INSTRUMENT - FRENCH

French survey instrument follows.
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APPENDIX - CHARTS AND GRAPHS 

Larger views of graphs and charts appearing in the text are presented here.
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